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1.0 INTRODUCTION
1.1 Identification ami Significance of the Problem
With the ever increasing use of space satellites, and the concomitant increase in the amount of
man-made debris, the iuue of accidental collisions with particles becomes mone _even_. While
the natural micrometeoroid population (Cour-Palais, 1969) is unavoidable and as_ed constant,
continued launches of spacecraft steadily increase the amount of debris (Kessler, ] _J87 and 1990).
The latter comprises items ranging from spent rocket cases, through defunct s_tellites, to the
remains of bodies which have fragmented due to explosions or collisions. The result is a
distribution of particles ranging in size from microns to meters. As with the m._rometeoroids,
the population of debris is greatest for the smaller particles, tending to decrease -dth an inverse
power-law versus size.
To understand and model these environments, impact damage features (i._, craters and
perforations) from returned spacecraft materials (e.g., Long Duration Exposure Fa_.ility [LDEF],
Solar Maximum Mission, etc.) must be analyzed in order to determine t_ne imI_-Jct parameters
(e.g., particle size, particle and target material, particle shape, relative imp__-t speed, etc.)
associated with each feature. Such analysis requires the use of generic analyt_ scaling laws
which can adequately describe the impact effects. Currently, most existing analy_c scaling laws
are little more than curve-fits to limited data and are not based on physics, so are _ot generically
applicable over a wide range of impact parameters. Therefore, generic l_hysics-_ased analytic
scaling laws still need to be developed.
The LDEF Meteoroid and Debris Special Investigation Group (M&D SIG) is cha_ _ered to collect
and interpret the LDEF impact data and apply the interpretations to verify _ad update the
environment and impact effects models. Since the largest sources of LDEF data _Te impacts into
aluminum and FEP Teflon, the M&D SIG's efforts will be hampered without brc:_ily applicable
scaling laws. Consequently, the M&D SIG is supporting these POD Associates, Inc. (POD)
efforts to develop new generic physics-based scaling laws. The results of _ese e_ons are being
presented in this report.
This report summarizes the development of two physics-based scaling laws for d___scribingcrater
depths and diameters caused by normal incidence impacts into aluminum and TILE Teflon. The
report then describes equations for perforations in aluminum and TFE Teflon for _ -3rmal impacts.
Lastly, this report also studies the effects of non-normal incidence on cra_ering =ld perforation.
Although FEP Teflon was flown on LDEF, TFE Teflon is studied instead sin:; the available
experimental data (H6rz, 1992) is for TFE Teflon and the material parar_eters ::rovided in the
literature (Harper, 1992; Moses, 1978; Dean, 1992; Rice, 1980) reveal som_ incorJstences (some
references even fail to distinguish between TFE and FEP Teflon, which have s_ightly different
properties). However, it is expected that TFE and FEP Teflon will show s'milar __sponses under
hypervelocity impact conditions.
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For bodies in low Earth orbit (LEO), whether orbital debris or antisatellite weapons, there is only
a small change in speed versus altitude even out to 2000 kin, and the average speed is about 7.7
knds (e.g., at 500 kin). However, because different bodies are in different orbits, collisions are
possible with impact speeds between zero and about 15.4 km/s (average about 10 km/s),
dependent upon the angle between the velocity vectors. The two speed limits for same-altitude
bodies are for "tail-chasing" and "counter-orbital" conditions, respectively. These possible impact
speeds are independent of particle size and mess.
Micmmeteoroids orbit around the Sun rather than the Earth, but their orbits can intercept the
Earth's. Since the Earth itself moves at about 30 kin/s, while the micrometeomids can have
speeds of up to 42 knds (for highly elliptic orbits) at the Earth's orbital radius from the Sun, the
results can involve collisions with maximum impact speeds from about 12 to 72 km/s (for co-
orbiting to counter-orbiting cases, respectively). For a space platform in orbit around the Earth
(at 7.7 kin/s), the additional effect of velocity vector summation results in micrometeoroid
collisions with speeds from almost zero to 79 km/s. In reality, very few collisions occur at the
highest speeds, and the average impact speed is about 19 km/s, with a meaningful population
range from a few km/s to about 25 km/s (Zook, 1990). As with the debris, the impact speeds
are independent of micrometeoroid sizes and masses.
While the debris is mostly concentrated in the higher inclination orbits (above 60 degrees), the
micrometeoroids effectively arrive from all directions. In both cases, the effect of the spacecraft
orbital motion always results in the highest flux (impacts per presented area per time) and highest
impact speeds on the RAM surface, for which the surface normal points along the spacecraft
velocity vector. Consequently, the RAM surface suffers the greatest degree of impact damage.
The pseudo-circular orbits of the debris result in impacts on the spacecraft surfaces which are in
the plane locally parallel to the Earth's surface below (i.e., RAM, SIDES and TRAIL), and the
impact rate rapidly decreases as the TRAIL surface is approached, and there are very few
collisions with the EARTH or SPACE facing surfaces. The micrometeoroids impact all surfaces,
but for LEO, the Earth provides significant geometric shielding (a "shadow'), reducing the
number of impacts on all faces except SPACE, but especially on the EARTH facing surface.
Note that, due to orbital mechanics and satellite geometries, very few of the impacts involve
"normal" collisions (impact velocity along the normal to the target surface), and thus the hits
occur with a large spread in impact angle. It is well known that the angle of approach modifies
the resulting penetration (Christiansen, 1992c), hence the effect needs to be properly understood
in order to correctly interpret the environment and the consequential impact effects. Likewise,
the effects of density of both the impacting particle and the target must be known. Presently, it
is assumed that most of the micrometeoroids have a density of about 0.5 g/cm 3 (Cour-Palais,
1969), while the debris value is about 4.7 g/cm 3 for small particles (less than 1 cm), and
decreases with increase in particle size (Kessler, 1987) (since most large pieces are not chunky
pseudo-spheres, but rather odd-shaped items which, on average behave as if partly porous).
Furthermore,the effects of impactor and target material properties (i.e., :Aeld, f_lcture strength,
melt energy, etc.) must be understood.
1.3 Damage Modes
The impact damage ranges from simple pitting, erosion and cratering for _mpact kinto plastically
yielding materials, through conchoidal and star cracking for brittle target, to complete
perforation, large-scale apallation/fragmentation, and material melting and vapori_tion. The data
from LDEF indicates additional effects, such as delaminations of multilayered materials, and the
generation of rings of ejected material, and/or permanently deformed material. _ese effects are
in addition to thermal cycling, UV (ultraviolet light) embrittlement of pi_stics, _d AO (atomic
oxygen) erosion. All these effects can be synergistic. Impacts can modify material properties
or morphologies, thereby altering the subsequent responses to UV, AO or _iermal cycling.
Likewise, thermal cycling, UV, and AO can alter properties such that the t_ultant impact
cratering, cracking and perforations are modified. These various effects, a_-td the: synergies, are
all being studied.
1.4 Issues
To correctly interpret the space environment, the resulting modes of iwpact c mage, and the
potential methods that may be employable to mitigate the effects, it is neeess_a'y to properly
mulesstaml the "rules" of impact damage. Unfortunately, existing experimental _acilities cannot
replicate the complete range of conditions. Gas guns are limited to maximum _;peeds of about
8 kin/s, electric guns have limitations due to sabot requirements, Van de Graaff _celerators can
only be used with small charged particles, etc.. Further, many technique,_ have _een developed
primarily to accelerate flat plates to study planar, one dimensional (I-D) strain_ impact effects.
However, these approaches are not easily adapted to the problem of throwing _hunky bodies.
Consequently, only partial experimental testing can be done at present, in part_:_ular, there are
no satisfactory means of replicating the high speed (above 15 km/s) impact:_ of the larger particles
(above 0.1 mm diameter), of either metallic or (especially) non-metallic na_jre, in a well-
controlled manner that also allows for non-normal impacts.
As a result, reliance must be put on either extrapolation of (limited) expe_'imentJ data obtained
at lower speeds, or with non-typical materials, or put on computational approaches. Although
computational capabilities have increased dramatically during the last decade _more rigorous
physical modeling, and much faster and more capable computers), the fact remains that properly
calculating impact problems is time-consuming and costly. Furthermore, the _ccuracy of the
calculation is limited by adequacy of known material properties and b_'.havio_ such as high
pressure EOS (equation of state), rate-dependent yielding and fracturing, etc Much of the
experimental data needed is frequently obtained from 1-D experiments Colate si_go). However,
while this approach eases the interpretation of material responses, it does not necessarily provide
all the required data. For example, 1-D strain is an irrotational flow problem, v,_.ereas cratering
and penetration of one finite body into another clearly involves material rotatic _al flow. Thus
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computational techniques are usually best reserved for analysis of specific cases, and for
identifying sensitivities to parameter uncertainties.
As a result, a need still exist, for aaalylic xaling laws which can adequately describe the impact
effects. Done properly, such laws are very useful for determining the "bali-park N of probable
responses, which in turn allows attention to be applied to specific cases via the computer codes.
These laws need not be perfect (I0 percent accuracy is sufficient for many purposes), but they
do need to be rational and based on physics, such that extrapolations to experimentally
inaccessible conditions are credible and well-founded.
Unfortunately, many existing scaling laws are little more than curve-fits to limited data, and are
usually derived by investigators who invariably fit only their own data. Accordingly, there are
several such laws, and simple inspection reveals glaring discrepancies. For example, these laws
rarely agree on such issues as the proper power-index to be applied to impact velocities or
densities. Further, while some authors invoke material "hardness" numbers, others use yield
strengths. However, invariably such parameters are applied to only the target materials, but not
the impactors, despite the problem being one that deals with both bodies. Some laws fail to
acknowledge the well-known "supralinearity M observed in cratering, wherein the crater size
increases faster than the impactor size (all other factors remaining constant). Unfortunately, those
laws that do incorporate this effect are themselves in violation of "dimensional analysis".
Frequently, these formulations involve numerical "constants" that cannot be (!), since to adhere
to physical principles they must have an inverse dimension to that "left hanging" within the
equation. Further, while many such laws define an upper limit to validity (e.g., in velocity),
rarely is the corresponding lower limit given, despite the fact that the formulations are self-
evidently incorrect for low velocity (or density, etc.).
Many other problems abound. For example, if material yield strength is invoked, the value used
is the static one, whereas it is well known that many materials display considerable strain and
strain-rate sensitivities, and can also suffer from thermal softening effects. Most investigators
assume that the "cosine law" applies to impacts (i.e., the penetration is a function of the normal
component of the impact velocity). However, while this effect is observed for the lower impact
speeds (indeed, ricochets can occur for angles of incidence greater than about 60 degrees from
the surface normal), it is not necessarily true at the higher speeds. This arises because, at the
lower velocities, the impact phenomenon is dominated by momentum, but as the velocity
increases so the process becomes dominated by energy. Thus an impact by a small particle at
very high velocity will behave very much like a surface explosion. Such explosions do net obey
the cosine law. Also, few investigators explain what happened to the remaining component of
the incident energy and momentum.
Impact events fall into three basic classes: fiat plate (I-D) planar impacts, chunky (pseudo-
spherical) impacts, and long rod impacts. For the smaller man-made space debris and
micrometeoroids, it is reasonable to assume the particles are chunky. However, for the larger
(and far more deadly) particles it is unlikely that they are spherical. Rather, the pieces will be
parts of thin plates, or antenna booms (etc.). These impactors will produce results more typical
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of those for flat plates or long-rod penetrators. Surprisingly, although many in estigators have
studied these responses independently, there have been few attempts to marry _e results. Thus
no analytic law presently exists that allows description of the gradual trend from flat plate
through spherical shape to long rod impact. Consideration of this issue v, ill be _eful in its own
right, since it allows a simple appreciation of the consequences of impa_,or cb_-_mges in shape.
Further, this approach immediately reveals the source of confusion in the multiple power-laws
that exist.
1.5 Technical Objectives
The technical objective for this work is to develop a set of generic scaling laws _at adequately
describe the physics of impact events. This will include cratering, crackin_ and spalling,
perforations, and melting/vaporization phenomena. The laws will take into a=count material
properties, sizes, shapes, velocities and angles of incidence, and will logically exi_apolate to both
high velocity conditions presently inaccessible, and to (known) low velocity co_ditions.
Specifically, the objectives are to:
(1) Study the responses of aluminum mui Teflon (specifically I"t £) for normal
impacts by chunky bodies, developing a generic scaling law that describes
cratering through perforation, and
(2) Expand these studies to include non-normal impacts.
This report specifically studies the effects of both normal and oblique impa:ts int_ aluminum and
Teflon targets, and also gives some data for other materials.
1.6 Technical Approach
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POD has tackled the issue of impacts into aluminum and TFE Teflon via three __proaches:
(l)
(2)
(3)
Application of physical logic in an attempt to determine w_ich pa_ _-neters should
apply to the problem,
Application of hydrodynamic code calculations, using the CTH cc.le (Bell, 1991)
from SNLA (Sandia National Laboratory, Albuquerque), to map o_t the predicted
responses as functions of input parameters, and
Study of existing scaling laws and comparisons with both oxperit:_ental data and
the results of CTH calculations to determine which (if any) such l_.v fits the data,
This report first addresses the results of each of these approaches separately, the_ combines the
results into sets of conclusions for this study and recommendations for future e_ _brts.
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2.0 PHYSICAL LOGIC
2.1 Hyperveloci_ hnpect
Exactly what constitutes a hypervelocity condition is not well defined. For some investigators
the condition applies for all impact speeds above 5 km/s, while for others it occurs when uo >
co, where ue is the impact speed and co is the material (usua/ly the target) su'ess wave speed
(whether this speed should be the Hugoniot shock, the low-pressure bulk, the extensional, the
longitudinal [dilatational], or the shear velocity is rarely made clear: most researchers reference
the low pressure bulk sound speed). Another defmition would be whenever gross plastic flow
occurs in a mlxlionai flow pattern, and the stress approximates the Bernoulli law for fluids. Note
that this definition is obviously material-specific, being easily reached for soft ductile metals but
applying only for higher impact speeds for the less ductile, high yield strength, ceramics and
glasses. Also note that this definition never applies to the well known 1-D plate slap condition,
since the true I-D case does not involve rotational flow. POD is of the opinion that the latter
definition is the more logical one, since the impact community refers to hyperveiocity conditions
associated with impactors of finite lateral dimensions, which invalidate 1-D stress logic (and
make the analysis much more difficult).
The reference to the Bernoulli stress state and associated material flow needs to be qualified. As
normally used in the impact community (and in this report) it is assumed that the materials are
basically incempn_uible. Strictly speaking, this approach is merely an approximation which
applies once the stresses decrease to much lower values than the initial impact stresses. Section
3.0, which discusses the CTH calculations, elaborates on this subject.
2.2 Basic PhenomenololD,
We first describe the fundamental physics of impact cratering in order to establish the overall
phenomenology. For convenience we chose our "chunky projectile" to be a cylinder striking the
target in the manner of a 1-D plate slap, with the end face of the cylinder parallel to the target
surface. The cylinder has length L and diameter clp, with L =dp, and the impact speed is uo and
is normal to the target surface.
Immediately upon impact two shock waves are generated, one propagating into the target and one
propagating back into the projectile. The initial stress, o, is given by the 1-D condition
o = z, z, + O)
where Z is the acoustic impedance given by
z = p(co+ su)u (2)
where p is material density, co is the low-stress bulk sound speed, u is the induced particle
motion change in speed, and the term s is material-specific and related to the material Gruneisen
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parameter (see Section 2.3.5). Note that for low impact speeds the stress is pro:_ortional to this _ =
speed, while for high impact speed the stress becomes proportional to the square of the speed.
This I-D stress can be very large. For a symmetric AI/AI impact, with f = 2.7 g/¢m 3, co = 5.1
kin/s, s = 1.4 and an impact velocity (uo) of 10 km/s, the stress is 1.63 Mbars (_63 GPa). This
stress is grossly in excess of the plastic yield strength (Y) of aluminum, which is _out 2.7 kbars
(0.27 GPa) for A! 6061-T6 (Shackelford and Alexander, 1992).
Release waves are generated at the edge of the projectile (free surface rebel) an-,- at the edge of
the impact region within the target. The projectile release waves cause a drol_ in the stresses
within the projectile, such that after a time t = rJcp (with rp the projectile r_lius, _ld cp the radial
release wave speed) the 1-D shock state reduces to a value closer to the Bemo_lli stress. The
stress region in the target directly under the impact footprint itself propagates _tress laterally,
while the corresponding release waves drop the stress under the impactor towar_ the Bernoulli
state, in the time t = r_/ct, where c, is the release wave speed in the target. Init_ly, if the 1-D
stress is ao the target lateral stress is (¢_0 - Y). The downstream part_;cle m,_tion under the
impactor causes a shear wave to propagate laterally into the target. The co_espot_ding maximum
propagated shear stress is limited to the yield value. Additionally, the cot_pressi :,e lateral stress
itself propagates a stress of value 0.5(o0-Y), since the boundary under the edge _f the impactor
is one of like-to-like material. This latter stress itself decreases with distance ow_g to the radial
divergence. This stress propagates as a longitudinal wave laterally and is indally far more
important than the shear wave. The radially moving longitudinal wave itself h_ a lateral stress
(that is thus perpendicular to the target free surface outboard of the impactor) c _ (eye/2 - 3Y/2).
Upon reaching the target free surface this stress causes outer motion (up_'treami= and generates
a release wave traveling back into the target. Clearly, when oo >> Y the _terial behaves
essentially as a fluid with stresses approximately equal in all directions (L_., we _ave apressure
rather than stresses).
Thus after the release waves cross the impact axis the I-D stress rapidly wmishe_ and the target
material is set into a rotational flow, in a similar manner to the flow of a fluid a_ound a moving
body. Material on the target surface outboard of the impactor flows in a combined radial-
outward/backstrearn-upward manner. This is the flow associated with the forn-=_on of jets of
material and the onset of the formation of the lips observed around cra_ers in ductile targets.
Once this rotational flow is established the stress state on the impact axis becom_,_ the Bernoulli
one, given by
o = 0.5 pu 2 (3)
where u is the local particle speed. For the symmetric AI/AI impact this stress ,s given by
o = pp  2/s = uo2/s (4)
which is 337.5 kbars (33.75 GPa) for an impact speed of 10 km/s. Thus the Bernoulli stress is
much lower than the initial 1-D shock stress, but still well in excess of the _iuminum yield
strength. This Bernoulli stress is a transient state, only, for the case of a chunk- _ projectile and
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itself rapidly decays unless continued momentum arrives at the projectile/target interface as
occurs for a long rod penetralor (LRP).
2.3 Cmmdug Behavior
It is well known that, when a projectile impacts an infinitely thick target at high velocities, a
crater is formed in the target. Cratering behavior for hypervelocity impacts has been studied
empirically for over 40 years. However, many issues have remained unresolved, including
whether the craters are fundamentally a function of impactor kinetic energy or momentum.
Likewise, the appropriate material parameters governing the responses have been uncertain.
2.3.1 Melt CraterJ
Some investigators assume that craters in targets are associated with the development of impact-
induced melting. However, this implies that the cratering phenomenon ceases once the stresses
drop below those necessary to promote melting caused by the excess entropy trapping of shock
waves. This would cause predictions of craters to be noticeably smaller than those observed,
especially for very ductile targets. The true formation of craters must therefore be related to
plastic yield flew. This makes sense since plastic flow is merely a fluid flow with off-set stresses
(i.e., stress deviators exist in the solid material). Melt and vaporization flow is merely plastic
flow without stress deviators (we here ignore deviators due to material viscosity, and also ignore
surface tension phenomena. Note: almost all hydrodynamics codes also ignore these two
phenomena. Hydrocodes include arl/fleial viscosity, but this is done only to control numerical
instabilities that frequently occur when computing strong shocks). If the target cratering involved
pure melt (i.e., pure fluid) conditions another problem could also arise, namely the self-healing
of the crater due to the internal pressure within the fluid and the effect of surface tension. This
latter behavior is typical of impacts into true fluids (e.g., into water), where it is well known that
a transient crater is formed that disappears later due to the inflow of the material, leaving no
permanent crater.
Clearly, a "melt" crater is the minimum possible crater, and can be expected to dominate the
cratering process only for cases where the yield stress of the target is very large and the crater
surface is rapidly decelerated once the propagated stresses drop below those that induce melting
upon release. Thus the response is also sensitive to the rate of decrease in the yield strength
versus temperature (thermal softening). Materials which soften rapidly with increase in
temperature (e.g., ductile metals) will effectively extend the apparent "melt" region, whereas
materials which soften significantly only as melt is approached (e.g., ceramics) will restrict the
apparent melt region.
For reference, it should be noted that for the symmetric aluminum/aluminum impact incipient
melting occurs for an impact speed of about 5.6 km/s (1-D stress of 0.65 Mbar) while complete
melting occurs at about 6.6 km/s (1-D stress of 0.9 Mbar). Incipient vaporization occurs for an
impact speed of about 10.2 km/s (I-D stress of 1.67 Mbar). Thus no melt crater can be formed
for impactspeedsof lessthan 5.6 km/s for this case, yet significant cratcring i-_experimentally
observed in aluminum for impact speeds less than this value.
2.3.2 Initial Approach - _ 'Yaergy Equation"
One well known approach to cratering is the energy equation, which equstes th kinetic energy
of the impactor with the energy necessary to excavate a hemispherical crater. 1:lus we obtain
(x/J2) d,3uo = a 3 (5)
where 0 is the density of projectile or target, d is the diameter of projec_le or _rater, u0 is the
impact speed, and E, is a limiting energy-per-mass to create the crater wi_lin the target.
Rewriting, we obtain
,L/d,,- (p/p,)" u, / (6)
Thus this equation gives the familiar 2/3rd law for velocity, and a 1/3rd 1_ for density.
However, there are obvious problems with this approach. Energy absorption (_r mass) in the
target is presumed to be a constant within the crater, which is clearly wrong s_ce the energy
density varies with the stress levels. Further, the logic ignores energy absorp_on within the
impacting projectile, and also ignores the elastic energy stored in the stress w_-_-,e propagating
beyond the crater region. Thus the energy used to excavate the crater i-_ alwa? ] less than the
original impactor kinetic energy, but the fraction varies according to the reLtive strengths,
moduli, thermal properties of the projectile and target, and the relative mass of ___--ecrater versus
the projectile. The use of a limiting energy density is really the same as defi_ing a limiting
stress, since energy-per-mess is equivalent to stress-squared divided by twice _ modulus and
divided by the density.
Thus --1/2 o 2/(p,M) (7)
where o_ is the limiting stress, and M is a modulus of the target. Despite thes problems this
energy equation does give a reasonable account of cratering provided an empiri_d multiplier is
used. For example, using the incipient melt enthalpy of aluminum of 150 cal/g (6 28 x 109 erg/g)
and an impact speed of I0 km/s, Equation 6 predicts dc/dp = 5.42 which is cl_e to observed
values.
2.3.3 Mo_ General Approach
Assume that upon impact a pseudo-spherical compressive wave is propagated into the target
centered on the impact point. Release waves from the target surface outboard c_"the projectile
will cause the compression to be followed by a tensile wave. Release waves from within the
impactor do not cause tensile states by themselves since there is no inter-body s-t_=ength between
the impactor and the target surface. Hence any attempt to propagate a tensile wav_ would merely
lift the impactor away from the target.
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For hypervelocity impact the initial stresses and shock-induced heating will cause gross plastic
flow in the target. If the heating is sufficient to induce a state above melting (including
vaporization) the material will flow as a simple fluid. Once the stresses drop into the solid
response region the flow will be standard plastic yielding. There are three cases of such yielding:
(a) during the passage of the compressive pulse,
(b) during the passage of the trailing rarefaction pulse, and
(c) after the main pulse has passed a given point owing to the induced radial
divergence motion which leaves the material in a state of hoop strain and thus
hoop tension.
If the wave motion were truly l-D, the radial (i.e., longitudinal) stress would reduce to zero while
the lateral stresses would attain a permanent (residual) stress due to plastic hysteresis. For a
radial stress greater than 2Y(1-u)/(l-2u) (i.e., twice the Hugoniot Elastic Limit, see Section 2.3.7)
this permanent stress is the yield value and is compressive (u is Poisson's ratio for the target).
For a radial stress between the one quoted above and Y(1-u)/(l-2u) the permanent stress lies
between zero and Y. For lower radial stresses the behavior is elastic only and no permanent
stress occurs.
However, the response is not I-D and involves divergence. Thus the true lateral stresses (i.e.,
the hoop stresses) have the tensile hoop stress superimposed, giving a net tensile stress towards
the impact point. Only for radial distances far from the impact point will these stresses become
compressive as for the 1-D case, since the hoop tensions will become very small. These effects
are seen in the CTH calculations discussed in Section 3.0.
Assume that the latest state (c) defines the final crater surface. The divergent flow-induced hoop
strain is given by A r/r where A r is the induced radial motion at a distance r from the impact
point. The corresponding hoop stress then becomes
= Pt ct2 u_ dt/r = o, dt _r (8)
where Oe is the tensile hoop stress, or is the radial stress for the pulse, p, is the target density,
ct is the target sound speed, u, is the induced particle speed and dt is the pulse time-width. Note
that the quantity ¢_dt represents the outward momentum per unit area at position r.
For a spherical projectile the mean time for a full release wave reverberation across the projectile
is given by dt = 8re/3c p where rp is the projectile radius and cp is the projectile sound speed, and
we assume that this time defines the effective width of the radial pulse.
Assume that the radial stress obeys the momentum rule
or r2 = ao rp2 (9)
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where _ is the stress generated at the interface between the projectile a_d the arget.
assume that this latter stress is given by the Bernoulli law such that
o0 = 0.5 uo = 0.5 = o.s p, (uo- (10)
where ue is the impact speed and ut is the induced target particle speed.
Thus _ = pp _ l(pp_+ ,_)2. (11)
Assembling the terms we obtain
(:re= (8/3)o0 (rp'Ir3)(c/cp) (12)
Now setthishoop stresstotheyieldstrengthof thetarget,Yt, and setthecorrc.pondingradial
distancefrom the impact pointas the craterradius,r,,to finallyobtain
(rJrp)3= (4/3)(p/pJ(p/YJ(c,/%)uo_/(l+ p/fO"_)2
Thus
d/d_ = rJrp = l.loo64(pJpJm(p/YJm(_c_)mu._/(l + (pJpJm)_'
Several interesting points should be noted about this equation:
(i)
(2)
There is no numerical multiplier which did not come frorr the a_tlysis.
Further,
(13)
(14)
The equation "looks like" the well known "energy equation", bL: was based on
momentum.
(3)
(4)
(5)
The velocity index is the familiar 2/3rd value.
The density index is net a constant value, but depends on the rm,> of densities.
The crater size depends on the ratio of target density to target yiel_ strength. This
term in the equation has the same dimensions as an inverse sou_d speed to the
2/3rd power, but is not a material sound speed. Nevertheless, the zerm serves the
same function as a sound speed, in a similar manner to that inwked by others,
who frequently use terms of the form (uo/c) in their scaling la,vs. The yield
strength is that of the target only, and does not need to be referen_d to any other
material. Further, note that the yield value used is the low-stress _/afi¢ one. The
rationale for this is that the model describes the terminal conc..tions of crater
formation. Factors such as strain-rate hardening and therm_ softening are
subsumed into the physics of the more highly stressed regions of t_e crater region,
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and are treated as energy absorbing mechanisms within this region. (Note: our
logic does not invoke energy as a parameter).
(6) The equation is sensitive to the ratio of target and projectile sound speeds.
(7) The equation obeys the rules of dimensional analysis, since the grouping is
dimensionless.
The density function can be replaced by a simple ratio if we use the equivalence
(pjp,)N = (pjp,),rJ/(I + (pJpl)'a) _ (15)
Doing rids we immediately find that the index N varies. For a small ratio of projectile density
to target density N tends to 1/3. As the density ratio increases so N increases. When the ratio
is unity N is indeterminate. For a ratio larger than unity N becomes negative, being large near
the unity ratio, decreasing towards zero for very large ratios. This "odd" behavior may be the
"excuse" for the varying indexes found in the literature.
Note that most experimental conditions prevent the choice of individual material parameters. To
change one property (e.g., density) invariably involves changing other properties (e.g., yield
strength, sound speed, etc.). Thus experiments invoke "clusters" of properties. For this reason
dependencies on such factors as material sound speeds are difficult to identify.
For the well-known symmetric impact of aluminum into aluminum, with density of 2.7 g/cm 3,
sound speed of 5.1 km/s, yield strength of 2.7 kbar (i.e., AI 6061 T6) and uo = 10 km/s, we
obtain d,Jdp = 6.934. This is near the observed values. However, this is probably a coincidence[
This case is also one that "removes" many dependencies owing to the unity value of the groups
involving density and sound speed.
POD believes that Equation 14 contains all the pertinent material parameters for hypervelocity
impacts into highly ductile targets. Surface fracture craters are not presently included in this
model owing to the assumption that highly ductile materials consume significant energy during
the strain-to-fracture. This effect causes a rapid decrease in peak stress and thus prevents fracture
(i.e., it results in large fracture toughness; see Section 2.3.10). However, the equation has several
pitfalls and the power indexes are not necessarily correct.
2.3A Caveats
The caveats include:
(1) The assumption of a truly hemispherical stress wave is net correct. This point is readily
demonstrated by considering the impact of a chunky cylinder as described before. The
expanding compressive stress front only asymptotes towards a spherical wave at radial
distances which are large compared to the impacting projectile radius. Thus for crater
12
(2)
radii which are not large compared to impactor radius the wave front :s unlikely to be
spherical. Similar arguments apply to the target surface-generated rele_e waves which
cause tensile waves to follow the compressive pulse.
i-
These waves are _entered outside _ _ _i
of the impactor, and only coalesce into a single pseudo-spheric._l wav_ after travelling
several impactor radii.
Equation 9 describing stress versus distance presupposes a constant pul:: _;-width. This is
only true for a non-dispersive condition (e.g., a linear-elastic response_ In reality, the
dispersion associated with hydrodynamic wave propagation always ca,ses the pulse to
widen. This has the effect of modifying the power index for stress ve_ _ distance.
Thus we have ¢_ r2 dr_ -- % r_ drp (16)
where dr is the pulse-width at either the radius r from the impact I_oint, c at the impactor.
Dispersion gives dr, > drp. Thus a more correct description wot_ld be
withN >2 07)
This will modify Equation 13 to give
(r=/rp)u+t = (4/3) (P/Pt) (P/Yt) (_%) u02 / (1+ (p/pL)_n) 2 (18)
then we obtain the following equation
(r/r_=(413)o/ml)(p/p t)om+l)(p _(t_+n)(c_%)O_+n)uo('_+1)/(l +(p/p _)nr2)_ I) (l 9)
Thus we finally obtain
(d/d_=(4/3)uN+'(pJp,)_"'(p4Yt)U_+'(c/¢p)u_+tu,:Vr_+'/(l + (pF/p,)_'a) _*' (20)
Note that this modifies the various power indexes. The discussion abo e also defined N
> 2. As an example, if N = 2.5
(d,.id_ l.OSST (p/p j..a.W (p /y,)._f c/c_S.a,_uet.W,l( l + (p /p=)t, _)s..wu (20
Thus a proper description that includes the dispersive nature of the prop _gating wave will
give a more complete equation for cratering in ductile targets. Note that N > 2 produce,,.,
a power index for impact velocity which is somewhat smaller than 2/3. sm index of close
to 0.58 has been previously suggested by Holsapple (1987). Fc, r this _:ason we choos_
to "lock" our equation as given in Equation 21,
Substituting values for A! 6061-T6 for both the projectile and _he target, and assumin_
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an impact speed of 10 km/s,
and to the results from the CTH hydrodynamic code calculatior_s (see ->elow).
we obtain d,/dp = 5,26 which is also do_:e to observation: _ _
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(3) The logic presupposed that the active driver-stress ceased after the time t = 8re/3cp, which
is one complete reverberation through the projectile, both axially and laterally. This does
net account for the entire projectile momentum. However, it probably does describe the
conditions for the diameter of a crater since the surface of the target is the region most
affected by the Bernoulli flow. The late-time remaining momentum does not contribute
to the lateral radially propagating stress, rather it contributes to the axially propagating
stress. This is because once the full diameter of the projectile has penetrated the target
surface, there is no further lateral "push" to the target. This is one reason why craters are
not truly hemispherical. The same logic is expected to apply to the crater diameter
produced by an LRP. For an LRP the initial stress conditions are identical to those of a
chunky projectile. Only after the time 8re/3c p does the target "know" that "extra matter"
exists in the rod. Thus beyond this time the Bernoulli stress at the head of the rod
remains. Use of the Bernoulli law leads to the well known penetration law for LRP
(Eichelberger, 1956). Thus rewriting Equation 10 gives
 (eo-U)= (22)
and if we assume the time of action is
t = L/(u o - u) (23)
where L is the length of the rod being "consumed" with a speed (uo - u), then the
penetration (P) is given by
P = u t = (pJpt) '_ L (24)
which is the equation describing the penetration of either a jet or an LRP into a target
(ignoring the initial and final states of penetration, and material strengths).
(4) The equation includes the two stress wave speeds ce and c,. However, these speeds are
not simply the low-stress values, but are averages over the entire stress histories. A more
accurate integral needs to be performed in order to obtain the appropriate values.
2.3.5 Crater Diameter Veesm Penetration Depth
The above logic is thought to apply to the development of crater diameters (d,). There is no a
priori reason to expect the rules for penetration depth (P) to be the same. Part of the reason is
that, whereas it could be justified to include only part of the projectile momentum for the lateral
motion there is no obvious logic to use anything other than the total momentum for describing
the penetration depth, particularly if hoop-stress logic is employed. This immediately leads to
a different answer.
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Again assuming a pseudo-hemispherical crater, with equal local momenttum l_r area over the
entire hemispherical surface regardless of angle relative to the impact axis, the axially-directed
momentum per area at a distance r (on axis) from the impact site is _v_ by
I = (4X/3) pp rp3 uc/_r 2 (25)
Using the hoop stress logic then leads to
P/_ = (1/2) (4/3) :_ (Op/O,) :_ (p_Y,):a (ctuo) '_ (26)
Thus this equation gives a direct 1/3rd law for densities, but also gives a 1/3rL law for impact
speed. A modification in this law can be invoked by noting that the _3und s_ed term, % is
really stress dependent, and should be ct = c_ + su where u is the induced loc-_l particle speed
in the target.
Assuming the Bernoulli state to apply, we have u = uo/(1 + (l_pp)lr2). ]'hus
p l_=( l l2 )( 413):_(pr]p,):_(p /y,):_ { (c=-l-suol(l +(p/pp):_) )uoi :_ (27)
For an A1/A! (6061-T6) impact at 10 km/s this equation predicts P/_ = 5.86 w;0ich is too large
by a factor of almost two compared to both experimental data and the results fro_ the CTH code
calculations (see later). We have not yet found the reason for this factor. To _e the equation
more in keeping with experimental data we insert a factor of 1/2. However, this factor is made
permanent
Next, we take note of material strengths (see below) by introducing a lower linnet velocity term,
u_ (target, critical speed). Equation 27 then becomes
(2s)
Note that Equation 28 gradually transforms from a l/3rd law for velocity into a /3rd law at high
speeds, becoming
P/dp =>(1/4) (4/3) :_ (pp/fO :rj (p/y,),rJ (uo)_(s/(1 + (p_p,,):n)):rs (29)
This transition depends on the ratio s/cot with a low ratio causing the re_,'ponse _o remain in the
1/3rd law regime even for moderately high impact speeds, while a high ratio tr_lsforms into the
2/3rd law at lower speeds. Theoretically, the value for s = (1 + ]")/2 where F is the Gruneisen
parameter. Materials with very low F thus have low values of s. Such materi_s are frequently
porous and highly energy absorbing (i.e., dispersive). Most solids have high v_ues of F (about
2.0) and absorb energy less (although shock entropy-trapping still causes a degr_ of absorption).
We thus expect very energy-dispersive targets to display the 1/3rd law at moders__e impact speeds,
while most solids will rapidly display the 2/3rd law. These expectations are in _cordance with
the conclusions of Holsapple (1987) who states that very energy-absorbi_*:g syst ms tend to obey
15
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the momentum rule for penetration depth, while truly non energy absorbing targets tend to obey
the energy rule. The meaning of energy "absorption" is that part of the projectile kinetic energy
is irreversibly converted into heat and/or plastic deformation, which always occurs with porous
materials and also occurs to a lesser extent with strong shocking in solids. Note that for shocks
sufficiently strong to cause complete vaporization the heating is recoverable, since the energy
eventually is converted into kinetic energy of gas motion.
Note that if the local momentum is not uniform versus angle from the axis this merely changes
the leading numerical multiplier. For example, if momentum obeys the rule I(0) --- I(0)cos0
them the term 4/3 becomes 2.
As with Equation 21 which described the crater diameter, POD believes that Equation 28 contains
all the relevant material parameters for describing crater depth, but that the various power indexes
are possibly incorrect.
The u_ term is not included in Equation 21 for crater diameters. The logic for this is that the
near-free surface target response involves strong release motion. This means that the distinction
between elastic-plastic response and the true Bernoulli response is less apparent, so the transition
is more gradual.
2.3,6 Prejeclile Strength
The previous discussions have referenced only the target strength, but not the projectile strength.
During the initial pseudo l-D impact the stress states in both the projectile and the target are
functions of their respective Hugoniots. At low stresses material strength results in an elastic
region up to the Hugoniot Elastic Limit (HEL) and an elastic wave only is propagated. For
stresses above HEL but below a stress _ (defined below) a two-wave structure develops,
consisting of an elastic wave precursor followed by a slower plastic wave. In this stress regime
the precursor can pre-condition the material for later response to the plastic wave. For stresses
above _ the plastic wave overtakes the elastic wave, resulting in only one shock wave equal to
the plastic wave. The stress ¢_ is defined as that point on the Hugoniot given by the condition
that the Rayleigh line from the HEL up to the Hugoniot be an extension of the path from zero
stress to the HEL. Generally, both the HEL and _ are much smaller than the impact stresses for
hypervelocity conditions.
Upon passage of the shock wave through the projectile to its rear surface, stress release will occur
via a rapid elastic decrease and a slower plastic decrease (unless the liquid or vapor state is
induced, for which both yield strength and shear modulus vanish), and these release waves
propagate back to the projectile/target interface. However, from this time on the exact state of
the projectile has minimal effect on the subsequent cratering process, while the strength of the
target continues to influence the cratering process. This is the primary reason why only the target
strength is referenced.
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2.3.7 S_nl_h Effecmm Low ImpactSpeeds
However,theseargumentsare only valid provided the impact stresses a_e muc:: higher than the
HEL and ¢_ values. For low speed impact the material strengths become imF_rtant, ultimately
dominating the response. Clearly, if the impact produces stresses below the HE]_ of the projectile
no permanent deformation of the latter occurs. Likewise, if the stress is belo,,:* the HEL of the
target no cratering occurs (not even simple plastic indentation). The situation is similar to the
correction terms used by Tate (1967) for LRP, where the Bernoulli e_luatio._ is modified by
adding a strength term to both the projectile and the target, as in
o = 0.5/_ (uo - u) 2 + Yp = 0.5 0t ut2 + Yt (30)
Note that this correction is itself wrong since the equation does not allow for solution at low
values of velocity. A more correct version would treat the strength terms in _e form HEL =
pcu_, and Y --- 0.5pu_, with u_ setting a velocity limit for each material. 11is form of the
equation does allow for solutions as impact speed drops to zero.
Specifically, if the Bernoulli stress limit is not achieved there will be no "fluid fl w" induced and
the response will become elastic-plastic only. If the HEL is not achieved the r_,l_onse is purely
elastic. The critical velocities for Bernoulli yielding are given by
for projectile: u_,_-- (2Yp/pp):a(l+(pp/l_) :n) = (2YJpO:a(l+(P/pp) :ra) (31)
for target: u_mt = (2Y/Pp):_(I+(pp/PO :n) -- (2YJl_:ra(l+(0/Pp) :n) (32)
For an AI/AI impact of AI 6061-T6, the critical Bernoulli speed is 0._ _4 km/s. The
corresponding speed limit for the I-IEL is much lower, being 0.039 krn/s. ThL_ between these
two impact speeds the response is elastic-plastic, and no Bernoulli flow occun
For TFE Teflon, Yt is about 300 bars and I_ is 2.17 g/cm 3, while for aluminum 6061-T6 the
corresponding values are 2.7 kbars and 2.7 g/cm 3, respectively. Thus for an alu_inum projectile
and Teflon target, _=a is 0.315 km/s, while u_ is 0.946 km/s.
As an example of these effects, consider an impact between an AI 60_1-T6 ]-._ojectile and an
alumina target. For alumina the density is 4.0 g/cm 3 and the yield stre_lgth is about 60 kbars.
We find the critical Bernoulli impact speeds are 3.84 km/s for flow in the alumina and 0.815
km/s for flow in the AI. Thus an impact speed of less than 3.84 km/s will not i_duce Bernoulli
flow-style hypervelocity craters in the alumina target, but will cause flow in __e AI projectile,
causing a crater which is shallow relative to its diameter. The reverse occurs :f projectile and
target are exchanged (i.e., the projectile does not suffer flow but the target doe. giving a crater
which is deep relative to its diameter). It is for impact conditions below the Bernoulli limit,
where elastic-plastic response dominates, that material hanlness values _re relc 'ant.
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The above example explains why ceramic materials are useful as armor against jets and LRPs.
The standard equation (Equation 24) indicates that normally the target material should be of high
density to defeat an LRP. Yet most ceramics are of low density. It is the unusually high value
of u_ for ceramics that explains their use, which is due to the high ratio of compressive yield
strength and low density. Most ordinance is of lower velocity than these critical speeds.
One technique for understanding the responses is to use what are known as P-u (Pressure-particle
speed) curves. Such curves are a well-known tool for I-D impact solutions. The impact stress
is given by the intersection of the material Hugoniots. For most solids (except porous bodies)
the release paths are very similar to the Hugnniot, resulting in paths which are essentially "mirror
images" of the Hugnniots. To understand the responses for "chunky bodies" we introduce the
concept of Bernoulli adiabats, by analogy to the Hugoniot being also known as the Shock adiabat.
The Bernoulli adiabat applies only to compressive paths, with release following the normal paths.
This approach immediately explains an interesting anomaly: for I-D impact of a low impedance
projectile into a high impedance target the projectile rebounds after the first stress wave
reverberation through the projectile, yet for a chunky projectile (same materials and impact speed)
the projectile does not rebound. The explanation is as follows.
Immediately upon impact the pseudo I-D stress is given by the Hugoniot state. When the lateral
stress relief reaches the impact axis the stress drops to the Bernoulli stress. If both materials
undergo Bernoulli flow this stress is given by the intersection of the two Bernoulli adiabats. If
only one material flows then that material jumps to its Bernoulli locus but the other material
remains on its Hugoniot. If neither material flows then both materials remain on their Hugoniots.
Figure 1 shows the case of the low impedance projectile impacting the high impedance target.
The initial stress rises from (A) along the projectile Hugoniot to the intersection with the target
Hugoniot at (B). This stress then rapidly drops to the Bernoulli state (D). The rear surface
release wave now originates from the Bernoulli state instead of from the Hugoniot state (path DE
instead of BC). Thus the projectile velocity merely decreases instead of reversing. Subsequent
recompressions follow the Bernoulli adiabat, while release follows the normal path. Thus a series
of reverberations in the projectile occur as the latter comes to rest. Because the projectile is
simultaneously thinning as it spreads laterally each subsequent reverberation transit time becomes
progressively shorter. Thus the projectile rapidly stops.
The same logic also explains the very deep craters formed when "strong rigid" projectiles (e.g.,
tungsten carbide) impact "weak soft" targets (e.g. aluminum, lead) at relatively low speeds. If
the impact speed is above u,_ for the target, but below u_ for the projectile, only the target will
jump to its Bernoulli locus while the projectile remains on its Hugnniot, as shown in Figure 2.
The projectile slows down via a large number of reverberations, and since the projectile does not
significantly deform these reverberations have constant transit time. Thus the total time taken
to stop is long, and the crater is deep.
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Thisparticularlogic alsoappliesto thecaseof trying to capture a particle totally _ntaet (no flow
except elastic-plastic deformation). To do so requires the impact speed to be __=Iow the umt of
the particle but above the u_ of the target. Since the particle properties are fixed _e only option
is to choose a target with a very low u=_ value. Referring to Equation 31 we see _at this implies
the need for a target material with very low yield strength and very low density. "_his description
applies to the case of trying to capture micrometeoroids with very low den__ity foams and
aerogels.
The result of the strength terms is to produce significant deviations in resp_3nse al the low impact
speeds. Thus none of POD's equations are rigorous for speeds below the 1 km _; range.
2.3.8 General Commentl on Scaling (Similarity) Laws
The above approaches reveal that it is rarely self-evident as to whether _e an_ysis should be
based on a momentum logic or an energy one. This dilemma has important consequences since
momentum conservation logic (as used above) gives an inverse-square law (i._., o r _ r"2) for
stress amplitude versus propagation distance, whereas energy conservation suggests a simple
inverse law (a, =: r"), for spherical divergence. Reality suggests that the tn_ response is a
mixture, with an index between -1 and -2. Further, the known non-linearities of _ydrodynamics
suggest that the index is probably variable also, depending on stress levels _ld propagation
distances. Such effects explain why the various power indexes are difficult to _erive, and also
imply that these indexes may not even be constants.
An obvious question is whether the process of impact cratering should obey a _imple" scaling
law. There are reasons to believe the answer is rigorously "no", althoug a "reasonable
approximation" may exist. The basis of this comment rests on work done by s_ch scientists as
Zeldovich (1992) who studied the following simple case.
Imagine a semi-infinite half-space of gas of initial finite uniform density but of _ero temperature
and pressure (this problem is clearly a "thought experiment" since such a gas sta:__ is impossible).
Allow a piston to impart a transient 1-D push to the free surface of the gas for a _ort period and
then be rapidly withdrawn faster than the release motion of the gas surface, _:_s transferring a
ballistic impulse to the gas.
The result of this impulse is to propagate a shock into the gas and simuhaneou:.iy cause the free
surface of the gas to expand outward. Thus a "turning point" exists within the gas dividing the
particle motion into two regions of inward-going and outward-going, and this p_4nt itself follows
the shock front but at a lower speed.
Zeidovich attempted to fred a single similarity rule that described the behavior Jd, in particular,
predicted the rate of decay of the shock pressure versus propagation distance. He immediately
met a problem: it was impossible to establish a single rule that simultaneousi:_ conserved both
momentum and energy. However, Zeldovich was able to find an asymptotic P_de that did obey
both conservation rules provided a piece of the problem was "ignored". Speci___:cally, if a "slug"
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of gas at the leading edge of the free surface expansion was ignored then the remainder of the
problem could be described by a scaling law which satisfied the conservation laws. This "slug"
contained the gas mass which was initially compressed during the ballistic impulse.
Thus Zeldovich concluded that a scaling law could be asymptedcaily determined as the "slug"
mass became negligible compared to the total mass in the moving gas, which itself continuously
increases with time. For the case of a diatomic gas (7-- 7/5, ratio of specific heats) the result
was that the shock pressure decayed with the 4/3rd power of the distance. Note that Zeldovich's
problem was simple in the seine that it was 1-D and involved no material strength or phase
change effects. Note that the power index was between -1 and -2, even though this is a 1-D
condition.
POD is of the opinion that a similar situation applies to cratering. It can be anticipated that the
solution is really one which asymptotes when a portion of the problem is ignored. This portion
is probably related to the projectile mass and the mass of the target involved in the initial shock
wave phase. Thus the solution may have two parts, one describing the initial material response
and one describing the later cavitation phase. As the mass of the cavity (i.e., crater) becomes
large compared to that of the projectile and initially compressed target material so the response
can be expected to approach a condition that can be described by a scaling law that satisfies
conservation rules. This logic implies that simple scaling laws are to be expected only for impact
conditions which produce large craters (i.e., high speed, low target yield strength, high ratio of
projectile to target densities).
2.3.9 Supndinomity
Although supralinearity has been experimentally observed it is net predicted by any known
analysis based on hydrodynamics, neither do purely hydrodynamic codes predict it. Suggestions
have been made that the effect is related to the fact that the projectile flattens (i.e., "pancakes")
as it impacts the target, and that this modifies the apparent diameter of the impactor. This logic
has then been coupled with a suggestion that small projectiles are "stronger" than larger ones, and
thus deform less.
The hydrodynamic arguments given above involved the term rp3, this being a product of the cross-
sectional area of the projectile and the effective "time-width" of the projectile. In reality, the
term r_ is a measure of the volume (or mass) of the projectile. Since the latter remains constant
during the initial impact the logic suggests that the exact shape of the projectile is not important,
at least for small changes. This accords with the common assumption that spheres can be
approximated by the equivalent-volume (chunky) cylinders and that cratering is a function of the
projectile mass. If this logic is valid, then the "pancaking" process should have no significant
effect. Thus supralinearity must be caused by some other mechanism.
A phenomenon that could explain the supralinearity is the "Petch Law" (Perch, 1953) which
describes the strength of a ductile material versus its mean grain size. This law states
2O
Y,= (I+ (33)
where Yet isan intrinsicyieldstrength,Y, isthe observed strength,d isthe me_1 grain size,and _
A is a material-specific "grain size" parameter. The law predicts an in0rease _ yield strength _ _
as the grain size decreases. Experimental data for aluminum (Anderson, 199C_ suggests that A
is about 50 microns. Petch's theory involved consideration of the sheaning tha, occurs between
grains. Based on this theory the quantity A is given by
A =_G%/y2 (34)
where G is the material shear modulus and %is the material surface ener_,y per _rea for opening
cracks.
POD thus suggests that supralinearity is related to target s/reng/h properties, an_ that this effect
is related to crater size and projectile size. However, only the former is importa_._ because of the
arguments given above. Specifically, the important aspect of the proble_n is tt_ ratio A/r_, the
ratio of material-specific size and the crater radius.
To understand the logic, consider that the normal "bulk" yield strength o/*a material is really an
average over a volume large compared with the dimension A. If the "active volume under
consideration (e.g., the crater) becomes comparable to this dimension then t_:e normal bulk
properties no longer apply. Clearly, if the crater involved only a single m_erial grain the
governing yield strength would be that of the grain rather than of the average n_erial. On the
other hand, if the impact were on a grain boundary the apparent material str_gth would be
lower. Since the probability of hitting a grain is higher than hitting a boun_ for a small
impactor the average response will be a higher yield value.
To apply the Petch Law we use Equation 33 to define the effective yield stren_ in Equations
21 and 28, and replace the term d with r,. Unfortunately, the solution requires _teration of the
resulting equation owing to the form of the r. terms on either side of the formul_ However, the
asymptotic solution can be readily obtained for A >> r,.
Let (rJrp) N = (A/Yo_ / (I + (A/r,) 'n) =_(A/Y_ (rJA)'/2 (35)
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with the term A containing all the details of density, impact speed, etc. Then _e asymptotic
solution becomes
or (36)
Note how we converted a dependence on r¢ to one on rr Thus if the effective _wer index is
N -- 3.5 (equivalent to the index used in Equation 21, which employed N_-I ratL_r than N), we
obtain
(rJrp) --- (A/Y_ 'n (rJA) t_ (37)
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giving a supralinear term with a power index of 1/6 (0.1667), which is thus the "small-limit"
index. However, the most-quoted supralinear index is that given by Cour-Palais (1985) with a
value of 1/18 (0.056). It is interesting to see whether the petch law can explain the Cour-Palais
quote, without invoking "absurd" values for the power index N used in Equations 35 and 36.
The use of the Petch law produces a "downgrading" factor, F, in the crater sizes otherwise
predicted, so we mulliply Equlous 21 sad 28 by lids factor
i.e., F = I/(I + " (38)
Using & - 50 microns and N = 1/3 we compute F versus the "normal" crater prediction, r,. We
find that for r, = 1.0 micron F = 0.499, for r, = 10 microns F = 0.6761, for ro : 100 microns F
= 0.8367, for r, = 1 mm F = 0.9349, and for r, : 1 cm F = 0.9775. We immediately see that the
"effective" supralinear index varies with crater size (hence projectile size). For very small craters
(i.e., << 1 micron) the index approaches 1/6, while for large craters (>> 1 cm) the index
approaches zero. Thus the apparent index, n, must be in the range 0<n<l/6. What is relevant
is that comparing values over a range of crater sizes can lead to an apparent index in the region
of 0.034 to 0.073. Specifically, over the range 10 microns to 1 cm (or 50 microns to 1 mm) the
apparent index is 0.0534 (or 0.0546), which is very close to the Cour-Palais value. Thus the
Cour-Palals index may merely be an "apparent" index which applies over a restricted range of
projectile sizes. Figure 3 plots F versus re.
The corresponding value of A for Teflon is not well known since no quotes have been found for
the "l term. If this term were similar in value to that of aluminum the value of A would be a
factor of about 1.5 larger than for aluminum taking into account the lower yield strength and
lower shear modulus of Teflon. This would have the effect of increasing slightly the
corresponding values of crater size (r,) required to produce a given F value, which in turn means
that the size range over which the supralinearity is observed would increase slightly.
If the above logic using the Petch law is correct then a very important corollary results: the
supralinearity does ,sot apply over all crater sizes but is in reality a small-size decrease in crater
dimensions. In particular, the effect disappears for craters above about I cm diameter. It should
be noted that most (all?) of the experimental data illustrating the supralinear effect have involved
projectiles in the size range of microns to mm, which is consistent with the above logic and
expectations.
Two other factors could also produce a supralinear effect, namely thermal conduction and strain-
rate effects. If the strongly shock-heated regions were to rapidly cool via thermal conduction to
deeper lying regions then the operational yield strength would increase. Normally, thermal
conduction is ignored in hydrodynamic calculations owing to the fact that stress waves move
much faster than thermal diffusion waves. However, this difference in propagation rates is small
for very small scale geometries (below a few microns for metals). Thus very small craters may
become thermally "quenched" and grow less than would happen without conduction. This effect
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would be strongonly for the smallestcraters,and shouldbe negligible for cr_=ersabove I0
microns.
Strain-ratehas been proposedas an important mechanismfor supralinearity,basedon the
observationthat the yield strength of many materials noticeably increases for _-,ery high rate
conditions. However, this suggestion has net been well proven in hydrocode an_ysis. Further,
it has not been demonstrated that the cratering is a direct function of the shc_:k front. The
increase in yield strength is observed for the shock front, but since the effect is related to viscous
flow it is also observed that the stress relaxes back toward the normal yield v_ue behind the
shock front. Thus if cratering is related to the integral of the stress pulse versus _me the strain-
rate effect will only slightly modify the cratering versus the absence of the e_Tect. A more
fundamental problem is the fact that strain-rate has the units of time, not length. To obtain a
length parameter would require the combination of velocity/strain-rate. Indeed, _f strain-rate is
responsible for supralinearity then there should be a velocity dependence, such ths_ higher impact
speeds give systematic "smaller" craters than would normally be expected. Th_ would reveal
itself as an apparent drop in the velocity index. Proponents of strain-rat_,, logic never mention
this fact.
2.3.10 B_tde Material Response
Because TFE Teflon can behave in a brittle fashion it is appropriate to briefi_ discuss such
responses. The major difference between a brittle material response and that of _ ductile one is
that the former can produce radial cracks (centered on the impact point) and an c:_ter spali crater
surrounding the normal yield crater. Brittle materials fail readily under simple teasion by tensile
fracture. However, under compression (especially a tri-axial state with simultaneous lateral
compressions) such materials display plastic yielding (especially if simultsneous_y heated). The
compressive yield strength is usually significantly higher than the tensile stren_.h. Indeed, for
hard ceramics and glasses the yield strength is very high. Ordinary soda-lime glass has a
compressive yield value of about 30 kbars (as evidenced by its ability to _ccept hardness
indentations), while alumina has a yield strength of over 60 kbars (as evidenced by it displaying
a Hugoniot Elastic Limit under I-D shock compression).
We can develop an equation describing radial cracks by equating the hoop s_ ess logic given
before with the stress necessary to cause crack growth in the mode-1 meaner. _is latter stress
is given by
a=_k = aKiJr 'n (39)
where Kt_ is the fracture toughness (units of dyne/cm 3a) and r is the radiu_ from _3e impact point,
assumed equal to the length of the radial crack. The quantity a relates tc the local stress
distribution around the crack. The latter is difficult to evaluate from _eory s :_ce the stress is
not the same as that for a static simply loaded sample with a uniform far-fleL value. Instead,
we are dealing with a fmite radially moving hoop tensile pulse which effectively applies its stress
in a more local manner near the crack tip. Further, the fact that several radial _racks can occur
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spaced around the impact point means that the "far-field" distance can be no more than the half-
distance between these cracks. Thus a is best determined by empirical experiment.
Equating the hoop tension (Equation 8) with Equation 39 gives
r_,/rp = (p0_/aK1c) °'' u0°'' rp°_ (40)
where Pdr = PpP/(Pp_r_+ I_'_2 (4 I)
The following should be noted:
(1) The equation predicts supralinearity with an index of 0.2. Cour-Palais (1985) quotes
this same index as being the one for brittle material response for the spall craters, versus
the index of 0.056 for ductile materials.
(2) The velocity index is 0.8 rather than the roughly 2/3 value for ductile craters.
(3) Because of these differences in the two indexes it follows that "cross-over" points
exist. Keeping all other factors constant, if the variable is either velocity or projectile size
there will be a critical velocity or critical projectile size where r,,,_ = r,=,,. Projectiles
which are both large and at high speed will tend to produce radial cracks which extend
out further than the corresponding ductile craters. Materials with low yield strength and
high values of fracture toughness (e.g., most metals) will tend to have r,._k < r_m- For
this case the cracks are "lost" within the ductile crater. For materials with low fracture
toughness and high yield strength (e.g., most ceramics and glasses) the reverse occurs.
The ductile craters are limited in size while extensive radial cracking will be observed
extending beyond the crater.
Experimental impact data from H6rz (1992) on TFE Teflon indicate spall cratering surrounding
a yield crater. However, when the samples are sectioned (see Figure 4) a series of radial cracks
are observed. These cracks are roughly equ/-spaced around the hemisphere centered on the
impact point. The hemispherical surface which circumscribes these cracks is observed to intersect
the original target surface at the radius of the spall crater. Thus the spall crater radius is
intimately linked to the radial cracks, and the latter define the spall crater radius. The evidence
implies that the spall crater depth is determined by "peel-back" and fracture of the outer portions
of the material between the original surface and the first radial crack from the surface. Thus
Equation 40 gives the spall crater dimension. However, at present there is no simple manner for
predicting how numy radial cracks will be produced, and thus how deep the spall crater may be.
2.3.11 Phase Changes and Momentum Enhancement
Thus far the phenomena of melting and/or vaporization have been discussed only in terms of the
induced fluid state which has negligible yield strength: shear modulus or tensile strength.
However, as vaporization starts to occur another factor must be included, namely the
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enhancementof the impact momentum caused by the backstreaming of the vapor. Although there
is always some backstreaming material during cratering (e.g., the jetted material _nd parts of the
crater lips which break off) the momentum associated with this is usually smal:_ if the material
states do not include vaporization.
The major effect associated with vaporization is a dramatic change in the behaviour of the release
adiabat (isentrope). For solids and liquids the release adiabats are steep and _ave very little
curvature in the pressure-volume (P-V) plane. Thus the release wave speeds are high and there
is only a limited spread in the wave speeds (wave speeds are given by c2 = -V2_/dV, where V
is specific volume). Furthermore, the expansion required to reach zero pressu_ _ is also small.
Consequently, the stress relief is "rapid". The released energy (i.e., PdV) conve_ _ed into motion
is also small (i.e., the shocked material remains hot even at zero stress).
For the vapor state, however, the release adiabats have significant curvatule in fl__ P-V plane and
significant expansion is required to reach zero pressure. Hence the average wax_ speed is lower
and there is a significant spread in release wave speeds giving the well-known "'I:yior Fan'. The
time to reduce the stress is much longer than for the solid/liquid states. Thus the extra
momentum is a consequence of the larger release pressure-time integral for vapors. The released
energy for a vapor is large and ultimately becomes converted totally into kinetic e lergy of motion
and thus the temperature adiabatically decreases as expansion occurs, for a fullo ,apor state (i.e.,
one whose adiabat passes above the material Critical Point).
For release states which cross the two-phase liquid-vapor condition there is s gradual change
from the liquid behavior to the pure vapor behavior as the initial shock loadin_ increases.
If cratering is dependent on net momentum then the vaporization will c_use de:per craters, but
will have little effect on crater diameter since the latter is mostly determined _,aing the initial
reverberation within the projectile during which the "long release tail" has not developed. For
total vaporization of the prejeelile the net momentum increases by considerably l-_-,ssthan a factor
of two, partly because the vapor state of the projectile occurs upon generation of the first release
wave from the back of the impactor, and at this time the projectile is moving fo; _-yardwith about
half the initial impact speed, but also because the vapor cloud expands hemispherically upstream.
Since half the projectile momentum (for a like-on-like impact) is transferred to _e target during
the first shock wave motion from the projectile/target interface back to the ta_-get free surface,
only the second half of the momentum can "bounce'. Thus at worst we _xpect the total
momentum to be 1.5 the initial projectile value. This is an upper limit sin¢: it assumes the
rebounding material remains as a solid particle with no lateral spreading.
An approximate evaluation of the additional momentum for total vaportzation can be obtained
by using the logic developed by Gumey (1943). The essence of Gurn_'s th_ries is that the
expanding vapor cloud rapidly asymptotes to a condition where there is _ leadi=g edge velocity,
u_, which becomes a constant, and the gas between the source of the gas e::pansion and the
leading edge, at r®, has a linear distance relationship of the form u(r) = ru® _r_. The second
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assumption is that, at any time, the density in the vapor cloud is a constant determined solely by
the volume swept out by the advancing edge r. versus the source. Using these rules, and
assuming hemispherical expansion from a fixed source we integrate the energy within the
hemisphere and set it to one-half of the impactor energy (since one-half is transferred during the
same wave motion) to get
e.- (5/6) uo (42)
We now integrate over the hemisphere to obtain the net directed momentum (i.e., along the
impact axis) to get
I -- (3/16) (5/6) u2 Io (43)
where Io is the initial projectile momentum. Thus the total momentum becomes
= 1.171 (44)
A further refinement occurs when we assume that the vapor expansion occurs from a moving
source. For a like-on-like impact this speed is -Uo/2, where we define a positive speed as the
backs'treaming motion, and the initial impact speed as negative. Hence the velocity distribution
becomes
u, -- - ue/2 + r/r® (u. + uJ2) (45)
Note that this implies there is a "turning point" within the vapor, which divides the flow into two
regions, one following the projectile/target interface and the other flowing back upstream. Next,
for a like-on-like impact one-half of the kinetic energy is transferred to the target during the first
shock wave transit through the projectile, before the vapor expansion starts. We therefore equate
the remaining half-energy with the energy in the hemispherical cloud by integrating
t"r- .
0.5 KEp - _rp' pp u02/3 = o3 2zr2pp (ufl2) dr (46)
where f_p = 2pp (rJr.)' (47)
Solving, we obtain: u.-- +uo/4 (48)
Thus the vapor backstreams with a leading edge speed of one quarter of the initial impactor
speed. Integrating over the hemisphere for the momentum we find
Momentum = Io/32 (49)
Thus the total momentum becomes
I_, = Io + Io/32 = 1.03 Io (50)
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Thus the effect of strong vaporization of the projectile is to produce az_ incre_e in the total
momentum by a factor in the range of 3% to 17%, with the true value closer to th smaller quote
since the vaporization generates much of its motion before the projectile stops. For this reason
the effect is not readily identified in terms of crater sizes, and the cratering response will appear
to be "smooth" with no "jumps" as vaporization occurs. This implies that ultr_-hypervelocity
impact responses will appear to be continuations of the lower speed impact res:Lonses.
Because a portion of the target crmer can also be vaporized the momentum c_=. increase even
more. However, since the peak stresses drop rapidly with propagation dist_ce th_ target material
subject to vaporization is usually only a small fraction of the crater, except for ,,_ry high impact
speeds. However, it is necessary to be aware of a "chicken and egg" problem. I_wrence (1989)
has predicted a significant momentum enhancement for very high speed impact_ The source of
this enhancement is the large mass ejected from the crater which is assumed to He in the vapor
state and to contain a significant fraction of the projectile kinetic energy. Howc_,er, is the mass
ejected greater because the momentum was higher, or is the momentum h_gher i:o_Cause the mass
ejected is greater? POD believes the latter is the correct interpretation. If so, the momentum
enhancement provides a larger net push to the target but may have little effect -_n the cratering
dynamics. This is because a large fraction of this momentum consi_s of a long-lived low
pressure state, and this low pressure will tend not to cause much further crater_g. Thus if the
pressure decreases below that necessary to ensure the Bernoulli state in the target, the cratering
efficiency rapidly drops. Overall, the effect of strong vaporization of the targc_ is probably to
deepen the crater somewhat, but not necessarily by a significant amount This _natter deserves
further study.
2.3.12 Dimemional Analysis
Many investigators (Holsapple, 1987; Herrmann, 1986, and others) have used t_e techniques of
"Dimensional Analysis" to derive cratering scaling laws. Such techniques emp|oy Buckingham
"pi" groups of parameters, as described in Bluman (1981). Thus because the quc_ents (d,/dp) and
(P/dp) are both dimensionless, the "pi" groups must likewise be dimensionless However, this
logic is really a mathematics-based one rather than a physics-based o_e. Consequently, it is
necessary to correctly identify the material parameters which make u_ the _i" groups, else
erroneous answers can ensue.
For example, for densities it is common for the ratio (PJf0 to be used. A con _onding group
used by POD, however, is ((p/f0/(14"(Dp/pt)ln) 2) which is within POD's equati_ns for diameter.
Whereas the former ratio is "intuitive", the grouping used by POD is n,)t.
Similarly, it is common to find the groups (0 c2/Y) and (u/c) in ma_y scai_tg laws. POD,
however, puts these two groups together to obtain ((p/Y)u 2) which is stil! dimer___ionless but does
not include material sound speed, which is handled independently.
The primary reason for these differing groups in POD's analyses is that, unlike the Dimensional
Analysis approach, POD's analyses are based on a consideration of the physic_ involved. Thus
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POD's equations obey the rules of dimensionality as a by-product of the analyses, rather than as
the starting point for the analyses. POD believes that deriving results on the basis of physical
logic is a much more appropriate approach than the use of Dimensional Analysis.
2.4 Performlion Belmvior
The above discussion applies to infinitely thick targets. As the target is progressively thinned,
however, the following sequence of events occurs, assuming all other factors remain constant.
First, below a certain thickness the target rear surface will display a permanent outward bulge.
This is due to a region of target beyond the crater depth being subjected to a permanent residual
compressive plastic stress which attempts to relieve its stress by outward motion. This bulge
progressively increases as the target is thinned. For slighdy thinner targets an internal spall
occurs (a void) allowing the back surface bulge to protrude even more. However, the bulge does
not break off, and the void can only be observed by sectioning the target.
Second, with further target thinning, the bulge splits and lips are formed around a spali crater on
the target rear surface. This occurs because the reflected compressive stress returns into the
target as a tensile rarefaction. Beyond a certain distance away from the rear surface, the
algebraic sum of this tension and the remnant of the still-forward moving compression add up
to a tensile value which exceeds the local target material strength. This explains the void
described above. The spalled region detaches itself due to the stored momentum which allows
the resultant edge stresses to exceed the tensile strength.
Third, with further target thinning, the final spall surface (there can be multiple sequential spalls)
approaches the original front-surface crater depth. The resulting relief of stress at the deepest
regions of the crater also allows continued increases in the crater depth. Thus at a critical target
thickness the rear surface spall meets the crater depth, and a hole is created through the target.
This condition is generally referred to as the "ballistic limit".
Fourth, for even thinner targets, the central hole rapidly increases in diameter. Simultaneously,
relief waves from the target back surface arrive at the front surface and begin to modify the crater
mouth, ultimately reducing its diameter. Until this happens, the crater mouth is essentially
"ignorant" of the target rear surface behavior, and the perforation response resembles a case of
a "truncated" crater, where only the deepest sections of the crater are affected.
Fifth, even thinner targets cause the central perforation hole to pass through a maximum in
diameter, and to then decrease. Simultaneously, the crater mouth diameter progressively
decreases, as does the rear surface spall hole. These two latter diameters are always larger than
the central hole.
Sixth, for very thin targets, all three diameters decrease in a systematic manner, becoming closer
in value to each other and also to the projectile diameter. Ultimately, a hole is formed which
asymptotes to the same size (and even cross-sectional shape) as the projectile. Thus for very thin
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targets(i.e.,T<dp/100)theprojectile essentially punches its own cross-:;ectior_J image througl_
the target. This effect is of major use for identifying projectile dimensions, sinc_ the target gives
a direct measurement of the latter, while the damage done to the projectile _ minimal. This
minimal projectile damage is a consequence of the very short-lived shock puls_ which enters the
projectile. Such thin pulses undergo very rapid hydrodynamic attenuation. Th_ the stress levels
rapidly drop and any damage in the projectile is limited to a thin skin on the i_pact surface.
All these events have been well characterized by laboratory impact expe_iment_ However, such
experiments have been done over a limited range of impact speeds, or with only very small
projectiles (e.g., micron sized) and with a limited range of impacting proj_ctile and target
materials. It therefore remains an issue of establishing the physics of the proco._ses in order to
anticipate the responses for generic conditions.
2.4.1 Stness Wave Logic: _ Ballistic Limit
We shall attempt here to describe the processes leading to the Ballistic Limit _ondition. Note
that the latter term has more than one definition. For some researchers it _eprese__ts the condition
of just producing a through-hole; for others it represents the case where the projc-ctile just passes
through the target (i.e., dh = _). However, the change in target thickness (jl other factors
remaining constant) between these two conditions is quite small. Since POD _s attempting to
establish physical models for development of scaling laws we believe that suc_t "nuances" are
beyond the capabilities of simplified analysis. Consequently, we shall describe a _eneric Ballistic
Limit condition that does not attempt to distinguish these subtleties.
The logic invoked to explain front surface cratering implies that a sphe_.:ally diverging
compressive stress wave moves through the target as if centered on _e iron,act point. At
distances beyond the crater depth the momentum law is expected to app|y. Th:_ gives
---ao(r,/r) (51)
where a0 is a source stress originating at the projectile/target interface, rp :s the t:fojectile radius,
r is the local distance from the impact point, and the index N--2 for a non-dispers_,,e system. We
assume that the source stress is the Bernoulli one, given by
ao= = (52)
and we also assume that when this stress wave reflects from the target rear sur/__ce it continues
to spherically diverge as if centered on an image point at twice the target thickne: _ on the impact
axis. Thus the stress amplitude inverts into tension, but otherwise acts as if the ._vave continued
to move into matter beyond the back of the target. The algebraic sum of this t_sile wave and
the remains of the forward-going compressive wave gives the net stress. The forward-going
compressive wave drops its radial stress to zero at the crater surface. Thus the :eflected wave
generates the maximum tension as it approaches the crater surface.
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Assume that if this tension exceeds the local target spall (fracture) strength, o,, the material
fractures. If this fracture occurs close to the crater bottom, them the total propagation distance
for the pulse was
r = T + (T-P) = 2T-P
where T is the target thickness and P is the crater depth.
((2T-P)/r_)" = ae/o., or (2T-P)/r, = (oo/o.) TM
But (2T-P)/r v = ((2T-P)/P)(P/r,)
Hence 2T/P = 1 + (r/P)(%/a_) us
and T/P = (1/2) (1 + (dv/2P)(%/a,) _)
Alternatively, since T/P = (T/dp)(dv/P) we may rewrite to obtain
T/d = 0.5(P/d ) + 0.25( a,) TM
Thus we rewrite
(53)
(54)
(55)
(56)
(57)
(5s)
This equation thus states that there are two components to the condition causing the spell plane
to coincide with the crater bottom.
Substituting Equations 28 and 52 we obtain
T/dp - (I/8)(4/3)ta(l_l_ta(_/Y,)m{(r_+s(ue-ut_/(l+(_/f_m))(u,-utaat)}m
+ 0/4){ (59)
If N=2 the second term becomes
(1/4) (f_o,) laue/(l+(pJfO 'rz) (60)
Several relevant points can be made:
(1) The equation contains two independent parts.
(2) The equation employs beth yield strength (with a 1/3 index) and tensile strength (with
a 1/2 index, if N=2). We believe this explains the confusion over which strength term
to use for perforations.
(3) The two parts of the equation have different velocity indexes. The first term has an
effective index that starts below 2/3rd but asymptotes to 2/3rd at high speed. The second
term has an index of about 1.0 (if N=2). Thus the combination of terms will appear to
3O
have a velocity index (M) in the range 2/3 < M < 1.0. Further, th_s appoint index will
itself not be constant, but will slowly change with impact speed, increasi-g if N<2, and
decreasing if N>2. All previous existing equations (see Section 4.0) f_ _ the Ballistic
Limit have a velocity index of 2/3 < M < 1.0.
Figure 5 shows the effects of variations in N on Equation 59 for aluminum on alur_inum impacts.
As will be discussed in Section 3, the previous CTH calculations done for alurr_,:num cratering
in infinite targets demonstrated that, for distances greater than the crater depth, the stress decayed
in magnitude with approximately an inverse distance squared law. "_us I_=2 is a good
approximation for aluminum.
It should be noted that, as the Ballistic Limit condition is approached, the reflected stress wave
actually passes the crater bottom before the latter has finished full developmen_ If the crater
were fully formed before the generation of a spall surface just beyond me cr_r bottom, the
result would be to leave a thin wall of material at the crater bottom. _ere =,ould not be a
through-hole. However, because the crater has not completely stopped _hen t_e spall occurs,
the continued hoop stretching causes this thin wall to open up into the hole.
The CTH data indicated that the deceleration of the crater bottom was at a pseuc _-constant rate.
Hence, the mean speed was almost one-half of the initial speed generated at im _,act.
Thus u.,= 0.5 (61)
and the time to form the crater depth is
= p/u., (62)
During this time the stress waves moves at speed ct and propagates a distance
x = ct P/u.,
Thus x/p = 2
For an AI/AI impact, this ratio becomes 4c_ue. For a sound speed of 5.1 km/s jd impact speed
of 10 km/s the ratio is about 2. Thus 2T - P = 2P, or T = 1.5 P is the rnaximu_ value to allow
the stress to reach the crater before the latter has fully developed.
In the same manner as was done for the sound speed term in the rule for :,ratering depths
(Equation 28), we introduce a mean correction for high stress (high speeds) t_ obtain
x/P= 2 {c,+ s
= _;
: _
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which for high speed impact reduces to
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(64)
2
(65)
x/P ffi 2 s (66)
For aluminum s'=l.4, therefore x ffi 2.8 P. But the required propagation distance for the stress
wave to reflect and reach the crater bottom is x = 2T - P. Thus, T - 1.9 P is the maximum
limiting target thickness (for aluminum) at high impact speed that allows the reflected wave to
pass the crater bottom before the latter has finished its full "normal" (i.e., inf'mite target)
development. The above quote should be compared to the quote of T - l.SP to just prevent
perforation, as given by Christiansen (1992b).
For TFE Teflon s = 0.795, therefore x = 1.59 P. But the required propagation distance for the
stress wave to reflect and reach the crater bottom is x = 2T - P. Thus, T = 1.295 P is the
maximum limiting target thickness (for TFE Teflon) at high impact speed that allows the
reflected wave to pass the crater bottom before the latter has finished its full "normal" (i.e.,
infinite target) development.
2.4.2 Ulent-Thin Targetl (Foils)
For perforations of ultra-thin targets (T<dp/100), we assume a similar logic to that used to
describe crater diameters. Again, we assume that the radially propagating pulse contains
momentum which induces hoop strains and stresses, and that the cratering process stops when
the latter drop to the local yield strength of the target. Thus
Yt = (_dt c/r. (67)
However, there are two major modifications for ultra-thin targets. First, the effect of rapidly
arriving release waves from both the front and rear target free surfaces causes the stress to
decrease with propagation distance very rapidly, such that
= ao(r/r)" (6s)
with N >> 2. Second, the effective time-width of the pulse is no longer related to the
reverberation time within the projectile, but instead is given by the reverberation time across the
target, since beyond this time the projectile has effectively punched through the target and there
is no further lateral push. Thus
dt = 2T/c_ (69)
Thus from Equations 52, 67, 68 and 69 we obtain
Yt = (f_/2)(1/(I+(Pp/PL)v2) 2 uo2 (2T/Q (c/rJ (rp/rJN (70)
whichgives
(rJr,)"= uo (70
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or
(dJdp)= (rJr_)= (pr/pJ_+_)(p/YJ_÷')uo_°_÷')(2T/dp)'_+')/(l+(pJ_J'_)_+ ') (72)
Clearly, if N >> 2 this equation collapses toward (rJrp) :_ 1.0, mganiless of the values of
densities, yield strength, target thickness or impact speed. This latter is an impon_t point, since
it accords with experimental observations. Thus the crater diameter in the target asymptotes to
the same size as the projectile. For this case there is no significant difference bet-,een the crater
"mouth" diameter and the central hole diameter.
The logic for N >> 2 is that, although local momentum must be conserved, muc] of it becomes
entrapped in the surface jets and front and back lips and, therefore, the "effecti,_,- drive" on the
target wall is strongly reduced. Also, very narrow pulses undergo rapid sttenu_ion due to the
release waves which overtake the shock front.
2.4.3 The IntermediateCase
Most investigators have concentrated on either the Ballistic Limit case or the thin foil case.
However, HOrz (1992) has studied the details of perforation for the intermediate c_e, by tracking
the hole size versus target thickness for otherwise constant conditions. We here make an initial
attempt to predict the overall behavior as a function of target thickness.
Starting with Equation 72, and based on the above arguments for rapidity of :_ess relief, we
assume that the index N is itself a function of T/d r A simple possibilib + is the function
N=2(I + m d_/T) (73)
where m is a multiplier whose value is chosen so as to make Equation 72 identical to POD's
cratering equation, Equation 21, when T = 2/3 dp. This latter logic is based on -:_hefact that the
crater diameter is almost identical to the infinite-target case for this conc_tion. Thus N
asymptotes to 2 when T >> _ (the infinite target case), and to 2mdv/T for T << dp for ultra-thin
foils. Further, dividing Equation 72 by Equation 21 we obtain
(dJd_)s'2"s= 3T/2dp (74)
which can equate if N = 2.5 when T -- 2/3 dr
Thus we chose m = 1/6 = 0.16667. Hence
N = 2 (1 + 0.1667 d;/T) (75)
Hence for T = 2/3 dp we obtain l/0N+l) = 0.2857 for Equation 72, which is th_ same index used
in Equation 21. Thus for'I_2/3 d_we use Equation 21, while for T<2/3 dp we _ Equation 72.
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Figure 6 plots Equation 72, using the index in Equation 75, for (dJ_) versus (d_T). Also shown
on this plot are the experimental data from H6r'Z for (db/d_). We see that the trends are very
similar. POD does not claim that the final equation has been derived; rather we believe that the
form of the behavior has been identified.
Applying the logic of Equation 75 within Equation 72 also leads to the following behavior as
T/d,=O.O
(d, - _)/dp = (3.0 T/dp) ( In (A) - in (T/dp)) (76)
where A = 2 (pJpJ (p/YJ Uo2/ (] + (pjpj' )2 (77)
This suggests that the hole closes down to the projectile size in a roughly linear fashion as target
thickness is reduced for very thin targets. However, the logarithmic term for (T/dp) produces a
net "effective" index which is somewhat less than unity, especially as T/dp increases. For
example, for 0.005<T/dp<0.01 the apparent index is about 0.894, while for 1.0<T/dp<2.0 the
apparent index is about 0.776. These index quotes should be compared to values of about 2/3
given by Sawle (1969), Maiden (1963) and Brown (1970), and the quote of 0.895 given by
Schonberg (1988). The logarithmic behavior for the term A demonstrates a very weak
dependence on material properties and impact speed, in accordance with observations.
Figure 7 shows the effects of variations in N on Equation 59 for aluminum on TFE Teflon
impacts. The CTH calculations done for TFE Teflon cratering in infinite targets demonstrated
that, for distances greater than the crater depth, the stress decay roughly obeys a l/r law near the
impact point but steadily asymptotes towards a 1/r2' law with increasing distance. Thus Nffi2.4
is a good approximation for TFE Teflon.
Starting with Equation 72, we assume that the index N is itself a function of T/dp. As for
aluminum a simple possibility is the function
N= 2.4 (I + m drfI') (78)
which asymptotes to 2.4 when T >> dp (the infinite target case), and to 2.4mdp/T for T << _ for
ultra-thin foils. The value of m is chosen so as to make Equation 72 identical to Equation 21
when T ffi 2/3 dp. Thus we chose m ffi 1/36 = 0.0278. Hence
N = 2.4 (1 + 0.0278 dJT) (79)
Applying the logic of Equation 78 within Equation 72 also leads to the following behavior as
T/d,=0.0
(d_- dp)/dp = (15.0 T/dp) ( In (A)- ]n(T/dp)) (80)
where A = 2 (pJpJ (p_(J uo2 / (I + (pjpO,_)2 (81)
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2.4.4 Perforation Sulmdinemity
Experimentally observed supralinearity for aluminum targets was explained _y invoking the
"Perch Law" (Petch, 1953) which describes the strength of a ductile materi_ versus its mean
grain size. POD anticipates the size effect to also apply to perforations, and to _ause the critical
target thickness for ballistic perforation to scale with projectile diameter in a s_milar manner as
does the crater diameter. Thus the above equations describing the Ballistic L,mit, etc., shonid
be "downgraded" for very small projectiles, by a factor F, as described in Section 2.3.9.
2.5 Oblique Imps:e: S_w7 of Typical Behavior
All of the above discussions referred to impacts normal to the target surface. _'he following is
a brief description of typical responses for oblique impacts.
Defining the angle 0 as that between the projectile motion and the normal to tL_ target surface, _ =_
it has been observed in experiments that for 0 < 60 degrees the major offect __=for the craters
to develop as if the impact speed were given by uecosO. Therefore, all of the _*xisting scaling i _
laws are adjusted for oblique impacts by adding in a cose correction. Thus a_ the component _ _
of the impact speed normal to the surface decreases so the crater also decreases _l both diameter
and depth. Further, the crater aspect ratio changes very little, and the craters ar_ essentially still
axially symmetric.
However, it has also been observed that for 0 > 60 degrees, the craters start _, become more
asymmetric. The "downstream" portion tends to become elongated. At this stag: portions of the
projectile also start to ricochet and material is ejected downstream at a st_all an_le to the target
surface (typically within about 15 degrees). Other phenomena incluee obs_:=vations of the
projectile itself shearing, such that the upper portion (away from the imp_t su_e) can detach
itself and impact the target downstream as a separate impactor(s).
2.5.1 Idealized "Iheory
The general response for oblique impacts can be understood if we sta_.-t wiff_ an "idealized"
condition; namely, the assumption that the interface between the projectiie and _e target has a
zero coefficient of friction. We also ignore the fact that the projectile penet_es (i.e.,"digs"
itself) into the target. Under these circumstances, an oblique impact will transr._it to the target
only the component of momentum and energy that is along the target surfac_ normal. The
remaining momentum and energy reside within the projectile as components part,el to the target
surface (we call these latter components the orthogonal ones). Since hyperv¢iocity impacts
produce an effective coefficient of restitution of zero (_.e., there is negligible bc--.mce) there are
also no components remaining along the target surface normal. Thus the projec:_e ricochets by
skimming along the target surface in the downstream direction.
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The above logic implies that the target response will always be that for the normal component
of the impact speed only, and also implies that the projectile always ricochets across the target
surface.
Reality, of course, is a little different. Because the projectile impact immediately causes jetting
and the onset of lip formation outboard of the projectile diameter, the ability of the projectile to
simply "skim" across the target surface is suppressed. Consequently, the orthogonal components
of momentum and energy parallel to the target surface become dissipated by providing a degree
of asymmetry in the crater diameter. This asymmetry is quite small until the obliquity increases
to about 60 degrees. The influence of the orthogonal momentum and energy on the crater depth
is essentially zero.
Following this logic, POD's cratering Equations 21 and 28 become, respectively,
(_d,), x.oss7 (pdo _"_" (o/Y _'_" (c/c,) "_ (u.cese)u,.,/( s + (p ,/p__)'_"
P/d ,-( 1/4 )( 4/3 )to(f) p/I),)Lo(p/y,)to{( c_+s(uscosO -Uu_)/( I +(13/I 3,,)m) )(uecosO .u_},_
(82)
(s3)
whereas POD's perforation Equations 59, 72 and 77 become, respectively,
T/d, - (i/s)(4/3)'°(0,/0 _(o/v_°{ (c,+s(u.cos0 -u_)/(] +(pdp _'_))(u.cos0-u_,)} '°
+ O/4){p,(u.cose)_/(zo.(_+(p,/_)_)')} _" (84)
(d/d,)-(r,/r,)=(pp/pt)_*q)(p/1'_t_÷')(u, cos0)_s÷')(2T/d,)'_÷_)/(l+(p,/_m)m_÷') (85)
A - 2 (p,/p,) (p/Y,) (u.coaO)' / (t + (p/p,)m), (86)
Figure 8 shows a normalized plot of how Equations 82, 83, and 84 vary with the angle of
incidence (0). The equations are normalized by Equations 21, 28, and 59, respectively. Note
that the angle of incidence must exceed 30 degrees to get more than a 10% change in T/dp, and
must exceed 35 degrees to get more than a 10% change in clJdp or P/d r In fact, to get more than
a 20% change (the limit of many experimental measurements), the angle of incidence must
exceed 40 degrees and 48 degrees, respectively. Also, note that, due to the two components of
Equation 59, for angles above 80 degrees, T/dp varies linearly.
2.5.2 The Ricochet Case
We define ricochet as being the case where the projectile, in whole or in part, escapes from the
impact crater before the crater lips are formed. For a hypervelocity impact, where both projectile
and target behave as fluids, a simple condition for guaranteeing that the whole of the projectile
can ricochet across the target surface is that the orthogonal component of the projectile velocity
be greater than the speed of the corresponding target surface disturbance. The latter is the sound
speed in the target, adjusted for the high pressure impact state. Thus we require
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u_ne>c_ + s uoco_/(z+(p,/o,) ''_) (87)
where s is the Hugoniot term relating shock speed to particle speed, ant cot is he target low
stress bulk sound speed. Rewriting
sine> co/uo+ s cose/(]+(l_p,) "2) (88)
This equation predicts that the critical angle, 0, which ensures total ricochet monotonically
decreases from 900 at uo < Co,, toward 350 for very high impact speed, for Juminum into
aluminum. In the impact speed range of 6 to 10 km/s the angle changes from a_3ut 790 to 60 °.
A second condition to consider is the limiting condition which ensure_ that +.he top of the
projectile just escapes the crater lip formation. This is the limiting case for i_ trial projectile
ricochet. This case is defined purely by the geometry of the impact such that
tane = r/_ = I/2 (dJ_) (89)
Figure 9 plots 2tan0 versus dJdp at various velocities. The points where the 2t_t0 line crosses
any given d_dp line is the limiting angle for partial projectile ricochet for tha+ velocity. The
corresponding condition for the mid-point of the projectile to clear the cra+er is gi Ten by plotting
tan0versus d,/dp instead.
A final condition to consider is that which ensures the materials beha_,e as _ids. Thus we
require
uecos0 > u_ (90)
where u_ (defined before) is the minimum speed necessary to ensure Bemoull+ flow behavior.
For impact speeds below this value the response becomes elastic-plastic
These three conditions thus bound the ricochet phenomenon for the case of Ber_+oulli flow. For
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impacts which
boundaries, ejection of crater and projectile material can still occur, but this _ not a ricochet
condition.
are within the Bernoulli flow condition but outside of bc_ the ricochet _ _
Figure 10 shows a composite of Equations 88, 89 and 90. This figure _lso sh__ws the two loci
for top and mid-point of the projectile using Equation 89, using dJd_ as afm _:tion of 0. We
see that for impact speeds in the range 2 to 6 km/s there is a broad peak in av_gle of incidence
necessary to guarantee projectile ricocheting with Bernoulli flow logic. It's i_eresting to note
that the limiting angle for partial ricochet is in the range of 65 to 60 degrees _espectively, for
the Equation 89 criteria used) as is normally seen in experiments.
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Also plotted is the incipient vapor locus for AI/AI (i.e., uocos0 = 10.2 km/s). We see that only
for very high impact speeds above about 30 km/s does this locus catch the ricochet loci. Above
these speeds the ricochet is of an expanding vapor cloud.
Christiausen (1992c) has also studied ricocheting effects for AI/Ai. For thick targets he derived
a locus of critical angle versus impact speed. The logic used was that if the stress wave in the
projectile travelled from the impact point to the projectile rear surface and then back to the mid-
point before the mid-point itself reached the target surface, then the upper portion of the projectile
can suffer breakup and cause downstream multiple cratering. Thus def'ming the mean projectile
wave speed as cp (shock out, rarefaction back), the projectile radius as rp and the normal
component of impact speed as uocos0 (with 0 the obliquity) we have
3rp/cp _ r_/uocos0 or cos0 < ct/3u 0 (91)
This locus is also shown in Figure 10. We see that it is close to the loci given by POD.
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3.0 CTH HYDRODYNAMIC CALL"ULATIONS
3.1 Cramdng in Aluminum
The CTH code from Sandia National Laboratory, Albuquerque (SNLJ,), hs: been used to
investigate the cratering responses of an aluminum target. Parameters varlet have included
impact velocity, projectile density, and target and projectile yield strengths In al_ c,ases the target
was sufficiently thick to behave as an infndte body. For all cases the projectile --vas a sphere of
diameter 100 microns. The resulting data have been mapped and compared to quat/ons of the
form
and
P/d, = eousUmt(p/p,)" (pf J" u.c
dJdp = eOlU_lmt {_pl/_(][ "J'(_/pt)lJ2)2} k (_,j_rjii uoC (Ct/Cp)D
(92)
(93)
Figures 11 to 20 show the data in log-log form. It is immediately clear that the indexes are not
constants and that they vary with the impact speed. This effect is strongest at the lowest speed
of I km/s (which normally would not be considered as hypervelocity) and slowI_: asymptotes to
steadier values at the higher impact speeds.
To date, the best overall fits are given by:
for P/dp: constant = 0.0725, A *: 0.60, B = 0.263, C - 0.664
(Note that these indexes are similar to those in Equation 28, except for the densit_ index, and the
leading constant).
for dJdp: constant = 0.468, A = 0.33, B = 0.258, C = 0.575, D - indctermi._Ite (not tested)
These fits are primarily for data above 5 km/s impact speeds, since the low speed impacts clearly
are near the limit of applicability of Bernoulli logic and expectations. It i_ gratifling to see that
the responses are similar to the expectations.
Of particular interest are the plots of (P/dp) and (dJdp) versus projectile deL_ity and speed
(Figures 15 and 16). Note how for the crater diameters the plots "curve over" as projectile
density increases. This is the form predicted by Equations 14 and 21. For the penetration depths
the plots follow a more direct power law, which is as predicted by Equation 28. Figures 19 and
20 show the ratios P/d,. From Equations 21 and 28 we obtain a ratio which __scomplex and
contains low power indexes for density, yield strength and impact speed. For vJy high impact
speed, this asymptotic ratio gives the following equation
00476 00476 02157 !/3 0095 1,2 05714 i,2
P/d, =:,O.253(pp/pJ (p/YJ" (c/c,)" s uo (l-"(p/fO)" /(l+(p_p,) )_' (94)
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Specifically, the ratio P/_ then becomes a positive function of (Pp/f0 and an inverse function of
Yt- The plots show a similar behavior. We thus conclude that much of the basics of the scaling
laws for either crater diameter or crater depth are indeed contained in Equations 21 and 28,
although we cannot yet vouch for the exact values of the power indexes.
Figures 21 to 26 show some of the geometries of the crater for the l0 km/s impact velocity case.
The dark spots on the impact axis are Lagrangian points, as described below. These figures are
split, with the right side showing geometry only and the left side giving stress contours as per
the bar legend to the right of each figure.
Scrutiny of the CTH runs reveals many interesting facts. It is observed that the maximum depth
of the crater occurs (in Figure 24) before the maximum crater diameter has formed (in Figure 26),
and that the ratio depth/diameter is not 0.5 in general (i.e., the crater is generally not
hemispherical). Various tracer points (Lagrangian points) were placed along the impact axis.
For these points the time histories of pressure, velocity and position were obtained. Figures 27
to 32 show such data for the case of a 100 micron AI ball hitting an A1 target at 10 km/s. Both
materials were AI 6061-T6 with a yield strength of 2.7 kbars. The Lagrangian points were LI
through L6 at initial depths of 0.0 (surface), 120 microns, 240 microns, 360 microns, 480 microns
and 600 microns, respectively. Of these, the points _LI to L3 were within the finally formed
crater which developed a maximum depth of 300 microns, giving P/_ = 3.0. The final crater
diameter was 500 microns. Thus dJdp = 5.0, and P/de = 0.6. In all cases the definitions of depth
and diameter are relative to the initial target surface.
The fact that these three L points remain on the axis and form part of the crater itself
demonstrates that the material on the impact axis does not flow out of the crater but merely
moves into the target. Only target material off the axis takes part in the circumferential rotational
flow, with that nearest the free surface affected the most.
Immediately upon impact the peak stress is about 900 kbars. This is lower than the expected 1-D
stress of 1.63 Mbars (perhaps owing to the artificial viscosity in the code?) but is considerably
higher than the corresponding Bernoulli stress of 337.5 kbars. This peak stress rapidly drops
through the Bernoulli value to a very low stress of the order of the plastic yield value, whereupon
the stress drops much more slowly. Some residual stress reverberation ringing can be seen on
the plots. The initial shock wave speed is 12 km/s at the I-D stress, while the release wave
speeds are even faster. Thus the 1-D stress lasts for less than 10 ns and immediately collapses
toward the Bernoulli stress. The peak stress then propagates at a wave speed of near 6 km/s,
which is close to the dilatational speed for aluminum, and decays in value with distance. This
decay roughly obeys a 1/r law near the impact point but steadily asymptotes towards a 1/r2 law
with increasing distance. Thus at early time the stress is obeying the "energy" logic, while at
later time it obeys the "momentum" logic. The previous suggestion of mixed non-steady power
indexes indeed applies.
The induced compressive strain during the 1-D condition is given by (u/W), where u is the
induced particle speed change and W is the shock wave speed. Thus for a speed u of 5 km/s and
4O
a W of 12 km/s the strain is 0.417 and the density has increased by the ratio W,_W-u) which is
1.7! Thus the concept of treating the materials as "incompressible" is clea_ly no_ _?,orrect for this
state. Thus the conventional Bernoulli logic applies only after the shock move_ away from the
impact site.
After the stress peak passes a given point a stress gradient exists between his pul__ and the crater
surface. This gradient decelerates the surface and eventually brings it to rest. T_:is deceleration
is given by
du/dt = - (Z/p) dP/dx (95)
where dP/dx is the stress gradient. If this gradient stayed constant the crater surface motion
would become a simple quadratic function versus time. However, the gradient-= 1u-los with time
and position giving a more complex solution.
The plots indicate a very small elastic recovery. The stress gradient apl:ears t,: be attached to
the rear of the shock pulse at a value of about the target yield strength.
The CTH calculations demonstrate that the yield strength of the target is indee_ a major player
in the crater formation. Further, a large region (extending to beyond twi_,e the _zater depth) of
the target is put into permanent plastic strain. This effect is most clearly seen for the deepest
Lagrangian points (Figures 31 and 32) where it is seen that the material is ultimately left with
a permanent compression of about the yield stress. This is the response expected for a material
which has been subjected to a pseudo 1-D stress wave which exceeds the Hugon_ot Elastic Limit
(HEL). Note that HEL = Y(l-u)/(1-2u) where u is the Poisson ratio. For alun_num u = 0.33,
thus HEL = 1.973( (i.e., 5.32 kbars for A1 6061-T6). Upon shocking the material returns to a
state of zero stress in the direction of the stress wave but has lateral cor_pressi,-¢ stresses equal
to the yield stress. Thus the pressure becomes 2Y/3. At these large radii the he_p stress is very
small and provides only a small correction.
A considerable amount of strain energy is stored within this plastic region beyoLj the crater, and
energy also exists in the propagating elastic wave beyond the plastic region. Tl_s highlights the
problem of trying to equate the impactor kinetic energy with the energy nece_ to excavate
the crater, as mentioned before.
3.2 Cratedng in TFE Teflon
As was described above for cratering in aluminum, the CTH code has been us=d to investigate
the cratering responses of a Teflon (TFE) target. Parameters varied have included impact
velocity, projectile density, and target yield strensth. In all cases the targot was _-_ciently thick
to behave as an infinite body. For all cases the projectile was an aluminum sphere of diameter
100 microns. As with the aluminum runs, calculations were done at 1, 5, 10 _d 15 km/s, with
yield values of 0.1Yt, Yt, and 10Y t (where Yt is the normal value for the Teflo- target), and for
densities of pJ3, pp, and 3pp (where pp is the normal value of the aluminum r =ojectile).
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The properties used for Teflon were:
density ffi 2.17 g/cm 3, bulk sound speed ffi 1.29 kin/s, yield strength ffi 300 bars, s = 0.795,
Poisson ratio ffi 0.433, and spall strength = 200 bars. The melt temperature is 327°C and melt
energy is 82 cal/g. These are POD's "best guesses" for the material parameters, since the
literature (Harper, 1992; Moses, 1978; Dean, 1992; Rice, 1980) reveals some inconsistences
(some references even fail to distinguish between TFE and FEP Teflon, which have somewhat
different properties).
As with aluminum, the resulting data have been mapped and compared to equations of the form
and
P/d, - contain u.c
cl,/dp-coronet +(pJpt)m):}A u.c(c /cp)D
(96)
(9"/)
Figures 33 to 42 show the data in log-log form. It is immediately clear that the indexes are not
constants and that they vary with the impact speed, as occurred for aluminum. This effect is
strongest at the lowest speed of 1 km/s (which normally would not be considered as
hypervelocity) and slowly asymptotes to steadier values at the higher impact speeds.
To date, the best overall fits for Teflon TFE are given by:
for P/dp: consnet - 0.68, A = 0.49, B = 0.23, C - 0.475
(Note that these indexes are similar to those in Equation 28, except for the density index, and the
leading constant).
for dc/d_: consnet = 0.18, A = 0.333, B = 0.20, C = 0.58, D = 0.333
These fits are primarily for data above 5 km/s impact speeds.
Of particular interest are the plots of (F/dp) and (d,/_) versus projectile density and speed
(Figures 37 and 38). Note how for the crater diameters the plots "curve over" as projectile
density increases. This is the form predicted by Equation 21. For the penetration depths the
plots follow a more direct power law, which is as predicted by Equation 28. Figures 41 and 42
show the ratios P/d_.
Figures 43 to 51 show some of the geometries of the crater for the 10 km/s impact velocity case.
The dark spots on the impact axis are Lagrangian points, as described below. Note the dynamic
variations in the shape of the crater and the repeated sequence of lip spallation. The final crater
shape has a surface spali region surrounding the crater proper. This is very similar to the features
observed experimentally, as shown in Figure 4.
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A problem was met when trying to dC_rmine the crater diameters from _e CTL calculations.
For some of the larger craters the geometry was not smooth, with the crate1 outer region
displaying re-entrant shapes due to lip spallation and surface fractures. Consequer._y, more than
one possible value could be identified for the diameter measured in the initial _arget surface
plane. This effect is indicated on Figure 52 as an error bar in the values of (dJ_). This problem
of measurement also occurred with the experimentad data, as discussed in Sectio_ 5.2 below.
Scrutiny of the CTH runs reveals many interesting facts. It is observed that_ as for .:he aluminum
case, the maximum depth of the crater occurs (in Figure 49) before the mammum cater diameter
has formed (in Figure 51), and that the ratio depth/diameter is not 0.5 in general (i.e., the crater
is generally not hemispherical, and the CTH runs sometimes indicated a "centr-_l 'pip'" at the
bottom of the craters with the deepest part of the crater slightly off the impact _s). Various
tracer points (Lagrangian points) were placed along the impact axis. For these pints the time
histories of pressure, velocity and position were obtained. Figures 53 to 59 sho_ such data for
the case of a 100 micron A! ball hitting a Teflon target at 10 km/s. The alumin_ was 6061-T6
with density 2.7 g/cm 3 and yield strength of 2.7 kbars, while the Teflon had the _lormal values
quoted above. The Lagrangian points were L1 through L7 at initial depths of 0.0 _.-_mpact surface
of the projectile), 0.0 (surface of the target), 110 microns, 220 microns, 340 micro_, 460 microns
and 570 microns, respectively. Of these, the points LI to L6 were within the _nally formed
crater which developed a maximum depth of 500 microns, giving P/_ = 5.0. _le final crater
diameter was 720 microns. Thus dJdp = 7.2, and P/d_ --- 0.694. In all c_es th_ definitions of
depth and diameter are relative to the initial target surface.
Immediately upon impact the peak stress is about 550 kbars. This is lower than t_ expected 1-D
stress of 900 kbars (perhaps owing to the artificial viscosity in the code?) but _ considerably
higher than the corresponding Bernoulli stress of 302 kbars. This peak stres:_ rapidly drops
through the Bernoulli value to a very low stress of the order of the plastic yield vaiue, whereupon
the stress drops much more slowly. Some residual stress reverberation ringing _n be seen on
the plots. The initial shock wave speeds are about 7.5 knds in the Teflon and __=out 10 km/s in
the aluminum at the 1-D stress, while the release wave speeds are even faster_ Thus the 1-D
stress lasts for less than 13 ns and immediately collapses toward the Bernoulli su'ess. The peak
stress then propagates at a wave speed of from 3.7 km/s at 200 microns depth w 1.47 km/s at
a depth of 600 microns, which is asymptoting to the dilatational speed for Teflon, and decays in
value with distance. This decay roughly obeys a 1/r law near the imlr_act i_t but steadily
asymptotes towards a 1/ra'4 law with increasing distance.
The CTH plots reveal that a pulse is propagated away from the impact site. Thi_ is clearly seen
as a "loop" of constant stress in Figures 44 through 46. The existence of such i pulse was the
fundamental concept in POD's derivation of its scaling laws.
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The induced compressive strain during the I-D condition is given by (u/W)_ where u is the _
induced particle speed change and W is the shock wave speed. Thus for a spe_ u of about 6.4 !
km/s and a W of 7.5 krrds the strain is 0.853 and the density has increased by fl_e ratio W/(W-u)
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which is 6.8. The plots indicate a very small elastic recovery. A stress gradient is attached to
the rear of the shock pulse at a value of about the target yield strength.
As with the aluminum runs the CTH calculations demonstrate that the yield strength of the target
is indeed a major player in the crater formation. Further, a large region (mending to beyond
twice the crater depth) of the target is put into permanent plastic strain. This effect is most
clearly seen for the deepest Lagrangian points (Figures 58 and 59) where it is seen that the
material is ultimately left with a permanent compression of about the yield stress. This is the
response expected for a material which has been subjected to a pseudo I-D stress wave which
exceeds the Hugoniot Elastic Limit (HEL). Note that HEL = Y(I-u)/(I-2u) where o is the
Poisson ratio. For Teflon o - 0.433, thus HEL = 4.23Y (i.e., 1.27 kbars for Teflon TFE). Upon
•sh°cking the material returns to a state of zero stress in the direction of the stress wave but has
lateral compressive stresses equal to the yield stress. Thus the pressure becomes 2Y/3. At these
large radii the hoop stress is very small and provides only a small correction.
A considerable amount of strain energy is stored within this plastic region beyond the crater, and
energy also exists in the propagating elastic wave beyond the plastic region. As stated above,
this highlights the problem of trying to equate the impaetor kinetic energy with the energy
necessary to excavate the crater.
3.3 Perforations in Aluminum
CTH has been used to investigate the perforation responses of an aluminum 6061-T6 target.
Parameters varied have included impact velocity and the target thickness. For all cases the
projectile was a sphere of diameter 100 microns. As with the aluminum cratering runs,
calculations were done at 1, 5, 10 and 15 kin/s, with the normal yield value of Y, and normal
densities of pp and Pt.
The properties used for AI 6061.T6 were:
density= 2.7 g/cm 3,bulk sound speed = 5.1 kin/s,yield strength= 2.7 kbars,s = 1.4,Poisson
ratio= 0.33, spallstrength= 3.1 kbars.
The resulting data have been mapped and compared to equations of the form
T/d, = const (pJpJ" (p/YJ" u+c (98)
and to POD's Equation 59.
Figures 60 and 61 show the data in both linear and log-log form. It is immediately dear that the
velocity index is not constant and slowly varies with the impact speed. This variation is strongest
at the highest speeds above I 0 km/s.
To date, the best overall fits to Equation 98 for aluminum are given by:
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constlmt - 0.133, A - 1/3, B = 1/3, C - 0.75
The direct application of Equation 59 is shown in Figures 60 and 61. The res_ns_ are simil_
to the expectations. However, locating the Ballistic Limit threshold requires _any calcuistiom
(e.g., at least two for a given impact speed, one above and one below the tht _old). For thh
reason POD has yet to fully investigate the influence of density, yield strength _ld spall strength.
However, we anticipate responses similar to those observed for crstering.
Figures 62 to 67 show some of the geometries of the crater for the 10 km/s iml_-act velocity case,
for a case of "not quite" causing perforation. The dark spots on the impact ax_ are Lagrangian
points, as described below. These figures are split, with the right side showiz_$ geometry only
and the left side giving stress contours as per the bar legend to the right of eacl_ figure. Note the
dynamic variations in the shape of the crater and the repeated sequence of rear ,__¢face spallstion.
The CTH runs reveal many interesting facts. For the non-perforation case (_00 micron thick
targeO it is observed that the maximum depth of the crater occurs (in Figu_. = 65) before the
maximum crater diameter has formed, and that the ratio depth/diameter is not 0._ in general (i.e.,
the crater is generally not hemispherical). Various tracer points (Lagrangian pc_ts) were placed
along the impact axis. For these points the time histories of pressure, velocity _:d position were
obtained. Figures 68 to 74 show such data for the case of a 100 micron AI b_l hitting a 500
micron thick Al target at 10 km/s. The Lagrangian points were L1 through L7 at initial depths
of 0.0 (impact surface of the projectile), 0.0 (surface of the target), 110 microns, 220 microns,
340 microns, 460 microns and 570 microns, respectively. Of these, the poin_ L1 to L5 were
within the finally formed crater which developed a maximum depth of 350 mic_pns, giving P/dp
= 3.5. Note that this depth is larger than the corresponding thick target case, _ere the depth
was 300 microns. Also note the thin wall remaining at the bottom of the crater. The final crater
diameter was 500 microns, which is identical to the thick target case. Thus d,/_ = 5.0, and P/d=
-- 0.70. In all cases the definitions of depth and diameter are relative to the initi_ target surface.
Immediately upon impact the peak stress is about 900 kbars. This is lower than _e expected 1-D
stress of 1.63 Mbars (perhaps owing to the artificial viscosity in the code?) bu_ is considerably
higher than the corresponding Bernoulli stress of 337.5 kbars. This peak stre_ rapidly drops
through the Bernoulli value to a very low stress of the order of the plastic yield vJue, whereupon
the stress drops much more slowly. Some residual stress reverberation ringing can be seen on
the plots. The initial shock wave speed is about 12 km/s in the aluminum at the __-D stress, while
the release wave speeds are even faster. Thus the 1-D stress lasts for less _an 10 ns and
immediately collapses toward the BemouUi stress. The peak stress then prop_3ates at a wave
speed of 6 km/s which is asymptoting to the dilstational speed for aluminum, anc decays in value
with distance. This decay roughly obeys a 1/r law near the impact point but steely asymptotes
towards a 1/r 2 law with increasing distance.
The induced compressive strain during the
induced particle speed change and W is the
km/s and a W of 12 km/s, the strain is 0.417
1-D condition is given by (u/W), where u is the
shock wave speed. Thus fo_"a spc_d u of about 5
and the density has increased by th_ ratio W/OV-u),
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which is 1.7. Thus the concept of treating the materials as "incompressible" is clearly not correct
for this state. Thus the conventional Bernoulli logic applies only after the shock moves away
from the impact site.
The perforation case (400 micron thick target) is shown in Figures 75 to 80 (geometry versus
time), and in Figures 81 to 89 (Lagrangian tracer points). The figures clearly show that the crater
mouth forms identically to that for the case of no perforation. The major difference is the deeper
spall leading to crater break through. Note how the bottom of the crater has a conical shape.
These effects have been observed experimentally for impacts which just cause perforations.
3A Perforafiom in TIrE TeNon
CTH has also been used to investigate the perforation responses of a TFE Teflon target.
Parameters varied have included impact velocity and the target thickness. For all cases the
projectile was a sphere of diameter 100 microns. As with the Teflon cratering runs, calculations
were done at 1, 5, 10 and 15 km/s, with the normal yield value of Y, and normal density of Pp
and 13,. The properties used for AI 6061-T6 and TFE Teflon were the same as for the other
calculations.
The resulting data have been mapped and compared to equations of the form
T/d_ = eonst (p/pt) A (P/Yt)n _c (99)
and to POD's Equation 59.
The direct applications of Equation 59, together with the CTH dam in both linear and log-log
form are shown in Figures 90, 91 and 92. It is immediately clear that the velocity index is not
constant and slowly varies with the impact speed. This variation is strongest at the highest
speeds above I0 km/s.
To date, the best overall fits to Equation 99 for TFE Teflon are given by:
commt - 0.25, A = 1/3, B - 1/3, C - 0.71
Figure 90 shows a comparison of the CTH results against POD's Equation 59 for N = 2. As
expected and explained above, the equation overpredicts the CTH data for this case. The
explanation above stated that N = 2.4 should be the correct case for TFE Teflon and Figures 91
and 92 confirm this. Locating the Ballistic Limit threshold requires many calculations (e.g., at
least two for a given impact speed, one above and one below the threshold), consequently POD
has yet to fully investigate the influence of density, yield strength and spall strength. However,
we anticipate responses similar to those observed for cratering.
For the non-perforation case it is again observed that the maximum depth of the crater occurs
befone the maximum crater diameter has formed, that the ratio depth/diameter is not 0.5 in
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general,and that in generalthe crater depth is larger than the corresponding Ldck target case.
In addition, we observed dynamic variations in the shape of the crater and retreated sequences
of lip spallation, and the CTH runs sometimes indicated a "central 'pip _" at tL_ bottom of the
craters with the deepest part of the crater slightly off the impact axis. The final _:rater shape has
a surface spall region surrounding the crater proper. This is very similar to the f___tures observed
experimentally, as shown in Figure 4. In all cases the definitions of depth _ld diameter are
relative to the initial target surface.
Figures 93 to 101 show some of the geometries for the 10 km/s impact velocity case for the
perforalion ¢me (700 micron thick target). The dark spots on the impact axi_ are Lagrangian
points. Note the dynamic variations in the shape of the crater and the repeated _quence of rear
surface spallation. Also note the odd crater shape with local radial crack_;, very _imilar to those
observed by H6rz (1992) and shown in Figure 4.
The crater mouth forms identically to that for the case of no perforation. The ,-_ajor difference
is the deeper spall leading to crater break through. Note how the bottom of _e crater has a
conical shape. These effects have been observed experimentally for impacts _hich just cause
perforations.
Various tracer points (Lagrangian points) were placed along the impact _s. _ or these points
the time histories of pressure, velocity and position were obtained. The Lagran_an points were
L1 through L9 at initial depths of 0.0 (impact surface of the projectile), 0.0 (surface of the
target), I l0 microns, 220 microns, 340 microns, 460 microns, 570 microns, 680 _crons and 800
microns, respectively. Figures 102 to 108 show the data for Lagrangian point_ L1 through L7
for the case of a 100 micron AI ball hitting a 700 micron thick TFE Teflon ta_;et at l0 knds.
Note from these Lagrangian points how slowly the perforation occurs with a ,ery long-lived
gradual downstream motion of the crater bottom.
3.5 Oblique Imlmets into Aluminum
The CTH code has been used to investigate the oblique impact responses of an _uminum 6061-
T6 target. Because such calculations are 3-D (and hence require much computer memory and
run time) the only parameter varied was the angle of incidence, which was se_ at 70 ° and 50 °.
The projectile was a sphere of diameter 0.5 cm, and the calculation was done at km/s, with the
normal properties used for AI 6061-T6.
Figures 109 to 115 show the 700 impact as an isometric view. The projectile ,tpproaches the
target from the top left, proceeds to cause a crater, and then ricochets off to th_ right. Figures
ll6 to 122 show the same impact but in cross-section in the plane of the impa_=or (i.e., a view
"sideways" at the collision), while Figure 123 shows the orthogonal cro_s-sect_n (i.e., a view
from "behind" the projectile).
The figures clearly show how the crater develops a significant asymmetry, e_:Jecially on the
downstream side. The projectile is seen to "ride up" the extended crat_,r wal_ and to slowly
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stretch and fragment. For this impact, POD's Equations 87 and 88 predict that the upper portion
ofthe projectile will suffer a partial ricochet. The figures clearly show that, as predicted, the top
of the projectile never actually enters the crater, but instead passes over the crater lips to impact
the target further downstream. Note also how this portion of the projectile essentially moves
parallel to the target surface.
From the CTH data, the maximum crater depth is 0.42 cm. Thus P/alp _ 0.8. The crater diameter
measured in the orthogonal cross-section is d, _ 1.0 cm. Thus dJdp _ 2.0. For an impact speed
of 5 lan/s at 70 ° angle of incidence the component normal to the surface is 1.71 km/s. For this
speed POD's Equations 21 and 28 give dJd_ s 2.0 and P/dp _ 1.0, respectively. (Note that
although POD's prediction for P is about 20% too high, no direct CTH calculations were done
for an impact speed of 1.71 km/s normal to the surface. Thus the "exact" value expected is
slightly uncertain).
For the 500 impact the prediction given before (Figure 10) suggests that the projectile should be
on the limit of ricocheting. The CTH results confirm this. Figures 124 through 128 show a
"side" view of the impact, and Figure 129 shows the nrear" view. It is seen that the top of the
projectile initially just escapes its own crater at early time. However, the crater is still growing
and succeeds in just catching the projectile fragments at later time, whereafter the projectile never
subsequently escapes its own crater, although there is a lot of lip formation and eject& The final
lateral crater diameter is 1.44 cm (d_/_ = 2.88) while the depth is 0.634 cm (P/_ - 1.27). These
values should be compared to 2.9 and 1.5, respectively, which are the expectations for this case
(normal impact speed component of 3.21 km/s). Thus the CTH calculations confirm that oblique
cratering does obey the "cosine law" for depth of penetration and orthogonal crater diameter.
An important point to note is that these particular CTH calculations were done for a much larger
projectile (0.5 cm) than were all the previous calculations (100 microns) for normal impacts. Yet
the scaling rules still apply! This demonstrates that (as POD previously stated) the
"supralinearity" effect is not associated with hydrodynamics per se. However, this fact also
suggests that the effect is not associated with changes in strain rates either. POD therefore
believes that the Petch Law is still the most probable explanation for supralinearity.
An issue raised in Section 1.4 concerned the possibility that the cosine law breaks down for very
high speed impacts, since the latter might be dominated by energy rather than momentum.
However, none of POD's analyses invoke energy as a criterion for cratering. Based on this fact,
POD presently believes that the cosine law continues to apply even for the highest impact speeds.
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4.0 COMPARISONS wrrll OTHER SCALING LAWS
4.1 Cnttedng in Aluminum
A large number of existing scaling laws describing either penetration depth and/c_ crater diameter
have been identified and compared. Christiansen (1992a, b) has given quotes fo_the Cour-Palais
equations. Schonberg (1989) has also listed many of these laws. For conveni_ce we include
the equations from his report, together with his list of references, in Appen_ B (Note that
Schonberg's data accidently misquotes the Cour-Palais equations, giving a velo_ty index Of 4/3
instead of 2/3. For this reason POD uses the Christiansen quotes only). Figu_o 130 compares
the results of POD's Equations 21 and 28 with CTH calculations. We see tha_ for a projectile
and target both of AI 6061-T6 the equations give good fits to the CTH predictic_. Figures 131
to 141 show comparisons between POD's equations and these other scaring la _-,sfor the same
impact conditions.
Of all the existing equations the one by Sedgwick et al. (1978) seems to be t_-_ closest to the
CTH data for both penetration depth and crater diameter. The good agreement _th Sedgwick's
equations is not entirely unexpected, since his equation is itself based on _ts to c_culations done
with the HELP hydrodynamic code. If anything, this merely proves tha_ CTH _d HELP give
similar answers (both correct or both incorrect?).
We see that the scaling laws of Cour-Palais (1985) (for dp -- 1 cm) and Bruce :1962) are very
close to POD's equations. Cour-Palais' equation utilizes a supralinearity term _.oss, and is
P/dp = 5.24 dp°°_ (pp/p,)O..S (1/I.i)o._ (UoCOSO/Cot)_ (lO0)
where H is the Brineli hardness number.
It is of interest to note the good agreement of his equation for unit diameter. As _:_ated in Section
2.3.9, POD believes the supralinear index effectively goes to zero for a I cm dia_o}eter projectile.
Unfortunately, the later data of Bruce (1979) gives a much poorer fit. Other re_nable fits are
those by Dunn, Goodman-Liles, Sawle, and (for crater diameter only) Summe-_. The scaling
laws of Christman, Herrmann-Jones, Sorenson, and Summers-Charters give m_h poorer fits.
Disconcertingly, the law of Summers-Charters (P/dp) shows the wrong power inde_ versus impact
speed, indicating an index greater than unity. This is contrary to all o_er law:, experimental
observations and physical logic, except at very low impact speeds. It is possible that this is
another misquote by Schonberg. POD has not yet checked this possibility.
With regard to experimental data there are some ambiguities since not all resear:_ners have used
consistent definitions of crater diameter and depth. This would help explain why differing "fits"
to similar experiments are often seen to be "off-set" from one another on the ID_ts. The most
respected definitions (Cour-Palais) are those that reference the original target sur_:ace, and POD's
analysis and measurements from the CTH calculations have used these d_finiti< _s.
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4.2 C_uledns in 'IT'E Teflon
The results of POD's Equations 21 and 28 were shown in Figure 52. We see that for a projectile
of AI 6061-T6 these equations give good fits to the CTH predictions, being about 18% low
across the entire velocity range. A large number of existing scaling laws describing either
penetration depth and/or crater diameter have been identified and compared. Schonberg (1989)
has listed many of these laws. For convenience, we list the appropriate laws, and Schonberg's
references in Appendix B. However, these laws are mostly based on observation for aluminum
targets. Therefore, those equations which do not explicitly contain material yield strengths cannot
be used to describe Teflon targets. Consequently, only those laws which do contain the yield
parameter have been used. Figures 142 through 146 show the predictions from these other
scaling laws for the case of an AL 6061-T6 projectile into Teflon.
If these other scaling laws were truly "generic" they should fit the Teflon data just as well as they
did the aluminum data, when the appropriate material properties are used. It is clear, however,
that this does not happen. POD's equations, however, de gives good fits to both Teflon and
aluminum datL
Only the equations of Sedgwick, Bruce (his 1979 version), Dram and Sorenson can be used for
these comparisons, since none of the others contain the yield parameter (although some contain
hardness numbers).
The Cour-Palals equation makes use of Brinell Hardness of the target, rather than the yield
strength. This is unfortunate, since the Cour-Palais equation is frequently used by NASA for
craterin8 predictions. The problem with hardness numbers is that they do not directly relate to
other material properties, such as yield, and are difficult to compare if different scales are used
for different materials. Thus while aluminum has a well quoted Brinell hardness number (BHN
95 for 6061-T6), TFE Teflon has a Shore hardness of D52. An approximate equivalent is a
Brinell value of about BHN5 (or Rockwell R60) (Harper, 1992). Using the Cour-Palals equation
with this hardness value, with a Teflon density of 2.17 g/cm _, and a sound speed of 1.29 kin/s,
the predictions are too large for penetration depths or diameters, as seen in Figure 143.
The equation by Sedgwick et al. (1978) is reasonably close to the CTH dam for penetration
depth, but it significantly overpredicts the crater diameter. Sedgwick's equations give good fits
for aluminum, but not for Teflon. Since his equation is itself based on fits to calculations done
with the HELP hydrodynamic code for aluminum, this demonstrates that the latter fit is somewhat
fortuitous. POD believes this is an example of wrongly choosing the "pi" groups for the
equation, as discussed earlier.
We see that the scaling laws of Bruce (1979) give very poor fits (grossly overpredicting), for
either depth or diameter. The equations of Bruce (1979) give very poor fits to aluminum data,
also. Dunn's equations also give gross overpredictions for both depth and diameter for Teflon,
but give reasonable fits for aluminum. Lastly, Sorenson's (1962) equations give a good fit for
5O
Teflon depth data, but overpredict the diameter data. Sorenson's equations give gross
underpredictions for both depths and diameters for aluminum.
With regard to experimental data there are some ambiguities since not all i_vestig_ors have used
consistent definitions of crater diameter and depth. This would help explain why _ffering "fits"
to similar experiments are often seen to be "off-set" from one another on the plots. The most
respected definitions are those that reference the original target surface, and POI_:s analysis and
measurements from the CTH calculations have used these definitions.
POD concludes that, unlike the POD equations presented here, practically none _f the previous
existing scaling laws can be considered generic.
4.3 Perforations in Aluminum
Several existing scaling laws describing perforation, specifically the Ballistic L -_--nit,have been
identified and compared. McDonnell and Sullivan (1992) have listed m&-ly of _ese laws. For
convenience, we list the appropriate laws, and McDonnell's references in Appen-_x B. Figures
147 and 148 show the predictions from the laws for the case of an Al 606]-T6 p_ojectile into AI
6061-T6. Also shown are the results of POD's Equation 59. We have previ__,usly shown in
Figures 60 and 61 that, for a projectile of Al 6061-'I"6, this equation gives a goo# fit to the CTH
predictions.
In Figure 147, it is seen that of the various equations by McDonnell (1992), his Equations 6, 7,
and 10 all closely fit the CTH data for Al 6061-T6 projectile and target, provi _¢,d the value of
800 bars is used for o_ (as done by McDonnell), o t is set to 2.7 kbars, and _, - 1.0 cm (to
"remove" the supralinear term, as suggested by POD in Section 2.3.9 for such l_ge projectiles).
However, his Equation 11 (McDonnell, 1979) is a poor fit, tending to rise too f_ as the impact
speed increases. McDonnell assumes that the tensile strength should be use_ whereas POD
concluded that both yield and tensile strengths are needed, as per Equation 59. -_! thn_e of these
McDonnell's equations are close fits to the CTH data. However, since McDor_oll recommends
(in his report) the use of his Equation 10, and since it fit POD's Equation 59 _=_, best, we have
used this equation in Figure 148 to compare with the predictions of scaling _tws from other
investigators.
The equation by Naumann (1966) over-predicts the CTH data by a factcr of a_out three, and is
clearly not good for aluminum into aluminum.
The equation by Cour-Palais (1979) is reasonable for an AI/AI impact, but is co_istently a factor
of about 1.2 too high. Perhaps this is because the equation was based on a so_:er material than
A1 6061-T6.
Both the equations of Fish and Summers (1965) and of Pailer and _ (198(_ involve a term,
_, describing ductility. Since this quantity is not well defined it is difficult to _termine exactly
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how well either of these equations fit the CTH data. However, both equations have the highest
of all the various velocity indexes, suggesting over-predictions at higher speeds.
For predictions of the perforation hole sizes, equations have been given by Maiden et al. (1964),
McHugh (1962), Sawle (1969), and Brown (1970). All of these equations have the property of
predicting significantly ever larger holes as the impact velocity increases. Further, only that by
Sawle includes material densities, most only use linear dimensionsJ
Herrmann and Wilbeck (1986) point out that such equations rarely fit a wide range of data. The
equations by Sawle, Maiden and Brown imply that the hole size increases with almost a ('I'Idp)_
rule, but the data is not well confirmed. Brown observed "odd non-linear/ties" as the target
thickness decreased to zero, but no rational explanation was given.
POD's Equations 75 and 76 indicated a roughly simple linear rule for hole size versus (T/dp)
when the latter was very small, but a reducing index as T/_ increased.
4,4 Perforafiom in Teflon
As described above for aluminum, several existing scaling laws describing perforation,
specifically the Ballistic Limit, have been identified and compared. McDonnell and Sullivan
(1992) have listed many of these laws. For convenience, we list the appropriate laws, and
McDonnell's references in Appendix B. Figures 149 and 150 show the predictions from the laws
for the case of an Al 6061-T6 projectile into TFE Teflon. Also shown are the results of POD's
Equation 59. We have previously shown in Figures 91 and 92 that, for a projectile of A! 6061-
T6, this equation gives a good fit to the CTH predictions.
In Figure 149, it is seen that of the various equations by McDonnell (1992), his Equations 6, 7,
and 10 all fit the CTH data (slightly low) for Ai 6061-1"6 projectile and TFE Teflon target,
provided the value of 800 bars is used for a^l (as done by McDonnell), ¢_ is set to 0.2 kbars (as
with the CTH data), and d_ ffi 1.0 cm (to "remove" the supralinear term, as suggested by POD
in Section 2.3.9 for such large projectiles). However, his Equation 11 (McDonnell, 1979) is a
poor fit, tending to give very low predictions. McDonnell assumes that the tensile strength
should be used, whereas POD concludes that both yield and tensile strengths are needed, as per
Equation 59. All three of these McDonnelrs equations are close fits to the CTH data. However,
since McDonnell recommends (in his report) the use of his Equation 10, and since it fit POD's
Equation 59 the best, we have used this equation in Figure 150 to compare with the predictions
of scaling laws from other investigators.
The equation by Naumann (1966) overpredicts the CTH data by a factor of about two, and is
clearly not good for aluminum into TFE Teflon. In Section 4.3 it was shown that Naumann was
also high by a factor of about three for aluminum into aluminum.
The equation by Cour-Palais (1979) is too low by a factor of about 0.6 for an Ai/Teflon impact.
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Both the equations ofFish and Summers (1965) and of Pailer and Gr0n (1980_ involve a tern-,,
s, describing ductility. Since this quantity is not well defined it is dift_cult tc determine how
well either of these equations fit the CTH data. For TFE Teflon, we took thi_ quantity as an
average of the values quoted by Shackelford and Alexander (1992). Thus we _ed 8 ffi 275%.
However, for the A1/Teflon impact, Fish and Summers predict low (simile" to Co_r-Palais), while
Pallet and Gn_ are very close to POD's Equation 59.
If these other scaling laws were truly "generic" they should fit the Teflon _ataju_ as well as they
did the aluminum data, when the appropriate material properties are used. It is clear, however,
that this does not happen. POD's equation, however, does give good f_ts to _th Teflon and
aluminum dam.
= _
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5.0 COMPARISONS gfrrH EXPERIMENTAL DATA
5.1 Cr_dag ia Alunaum
Some recent well characterized experimental impact data have been provided by Htrz (1992).
These experiments have made use of a gas gun at NASA Johnson Space Center to accelerate
projectiles of soda-lime glass at aluminum targets of AI 1100 and AI 6061-T6. The impact
speeds were all about 5.8-5.9 km/s and were normal to the target surfaces. The projectiles were
of 50, 150, 1000 and 3175 microns diameter. Htrz carefully measured the crater diameters for
each experiment, using the initial target surface as the reference plane. The primary purpose of
these experiments was to study perforations, consequently only a small fraction of the data were
for craters in thick targets.
For the thick AI 1100 targets the values of (dJdp) versus projectile diameter were found to be
4.33 (3175 microns), 5.01 (1000 microns), 4.92 (150 microns) and 3.2 (50 microns). For the AI
6061-T6 the ratio was 3.35 (3175 microns). This latter value is about 15% lower than the POD
CTH calctdation for an AliA! impact. Soda-lime glass has a density of about 2.2 g/cm _ and a
slightly lower sound speed than aluminum. Accordingly, Equation 21 predicts only a very small
difference (i.e., a few percent) versus the AI/AI impact.
Although the data base is small and therefore subject to some error, a distinct drop in crater
diameter is seen for the smallest projectiles versus the larger ones. The larger projectiles tend
to give a systematic trend in crater diameter, except for the largest ones. Comparing the 50
micron projectile data with the 3175 micron data there is an apparent supralinear index of about
0.073, while comparing the 50 micron data with the 1000 micron data gives an index of 0.149.
These apparent indexes are both larger than the Cour-Palais quote of 0.056 and may be a
consequence of the small data base.
Comparing the results for A1 1100 versus those for AI 6061-T6 we see that the crater diameters
were in the ratio of 4.33 to 3.35, i.e., 1.293. The only significant difference in these two
aluminums are the yield strengths. Equation 21 gives an index of-0.2857 for crater diameter
versus yield strength, while the fit to the CTH data gave an index of -0.258. Thus to explain the
experimental data, assuming the yield strength of Al 6061-T6 is 2.7 kbars, requires the AI 1100
to have a yield strength of either 1.098 or 0.997 kbars. Engineering data (Shackelford, 1992)
identifies this a/uminum to be of temper H12 (i.e., A/ 1100 H12), which is one of the softer
aluminums.
Recent cratering data have also been provided by Christiansen (1992c) for aluminum projectiles
into AI 6061-T6. This work was done at the NASA JSC HIT-F gas gun facility, as part of a
careful study of oblique impact responses. For a normal impact with an impact speed of 6.83
km/s the experiments give P/dp = 2. I and ¢iJdp ffi 4.55. These values are close to both the CTH
predictions and POD's predictions using Equations 28 and 21, respectively. CTH gives P/dp =
2.2 and dJ_ = 4.0, while POD's equations give P/_ ffi 2.2 and d/dp = 4.1.
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5.2 Cratefing in Teflon
There is only a limited data base for impacts into Teflon TFE. Some recent wd characterized
experimental impact data have been provided by H6rz (1992) for projectiles of _da-lime glass
and Teflon TIrE targets. The impact speeds were all about 5.8-6.3 km/s &,ld were normal to the
target surfaces. The projectiles were of 50, 150, 1000 and 3175 microns diameter, but only the
largest ones were used for cratering in thick targets. H6rz carefully measured the Jater diameters
for each experiment, using the initial target surface as the reference plane. The l_mary purpose
of these experimemts was to study perforations, consequently only a small frac_.ion of the data
were for craters in thick targets. H6rz also sent photographs to POD of ._ross-_¢ctions through
the Teflon samples, shown in Figure 4. It is evident from these pictures that the c:aters in Teflon
are not smooth-surfaced as with a ductile metal target. Instead, the craters suffer from rough
surfaces and show signs of surface fracture, some radial cracking, and also have a "hairy"
morphology indicating "strings" of partially melted/resolidified material (with t_e exception of
the "strings" these morphological features are similar to the CTH example given a_,,ove). Because
of these features the "exact" value of crater diameter is difficult to define. For c_ample, for the
case of Dp/Tf ffi 0.125 in Figure 4, H6rz quotes a crater diameter of 1.18 cm, for a 3175 micron
soda-lime projectile into a one inch thick Teflon target (i.e., (dJdp) = 3.72). PO;_'s independent
estimate of this diameter is 1.3 to 1.5 cm (i.e., (dJdp) ffi 4.09 to 4.72), base-solely on the
photograph. Thus a possible 27% error in the quote exists. This is consistent wi_ H6rz's (1992)
findings that the "standard" crater in Teflon was difficult to measure.
Thus for the thick Teflon targets the values of (dJd_) were found to be in the reL.-se 3.72 to 4.72
(3175 micron projectile). The CTH value is about 5.7 for an impact speed of 6.3 km/s and a
Teflon yield strength of 300 bars. This CTH value, for an/d/Teflon impact, is _igher than the
experimental value(s), for soda-lime glass/Teflon impacts, by a factor of betwe_ 1.21 to 1.53.
Soda-lime glass has a density of about 2.2 g/cm 3 and a slightly lower so_d speed than
aluminum, so Equation 21 predicts a very small difference (i.e., a fe_ perc c_n0 versus the
Al/Teflon impact. To make the CTH calculations agree with the exTerime_ it would be
necessary to either increase the assumed yield strength, or decrease the asst,Jned b_lk sound speed
of the Teflon.
With the exception of Sedgwick's 1978 law (which is close to the CTH penetration depth
predictions for Teflon TFE) and Sorenson's 1962 law (which is close to _:e Equation 28
penetration depth predictions for Teflon TFE), the other scaling laws (presente_ in Section 4.0)
substantially overpredict the CTH values and, thus, the experimental data However, as
previously stated, the Equation 21 and 28 predictions of crater diameter and p-:netration depth
are consistently 18% below the CTH values. Thus these equations predict val_es between the
CTH values and H6rz's experimental data. As shown in Figure 52, for the exper-_mental velocity
regime over which H6rz found the Teflon (dJdp) values to be in the range _f 3.72 to 4.72,
Equation 21 predicts (d,./dp) values in the range of 4.6 to 4.95. Picking the highest value (at 6.3
km/s), Equation 21 is higher than the experimental value(s) by a factor of betwe_ 1.05 and 1.33,
for an Al/Teflon impact. Since the soda-lime glass used in H6rz's experiments has a lower
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density and sound speed than aluminum, Equation 21 predicts a very small difference (i.e., a few
percent) versus the Al/Teflon impact.
Since only one projectile size was used there is no data concerning supralinearity.
5.3 Perfomliom in Aluminum
Some recent experimental impact data have been provided by HOrz (1992) for projectiles of soda-
lime glass and thin aluminum targets. The impact speeds were all about 5.8-6.3 km/s and were
normal to the target surfaces. The projectiles were of 50, 150, 1000 and 3175 microns diameter.
However, only the largest projectiles were used to obtain data on A! 6061-T6 (modelled in this
report). All projectile sizes were used for A! 1100 targets, however. H6rz carefully measured
the crater diameters for each experiment, using the initial target surface as the reference plane.
The primary purpose of these experiments was to study perforations. H0rz also sent photographs
to POD of front and rear views of the aluminum samples, shown in Figures 151 and 152.
Although H6rz used soda-lime glass instead of aluminum for the projectiles, POD's equations
indicate that the difference in perforation responses is only a few percent. For A! 6061-T6 the
experiments indicate that the Ballistic Limit occurs for T/dp of about 3.0. As shown in Figures
60 and 61, this number is very close to the CTH predictions of 2.8 (perforation) to 3.3 (no
perforation) for an impact speed of 6 km/s. Likewise, POD's Equation 59 gives a similar, but
slightly lower, value of 2.6.
For A! 1100 the major material properties which differ from AI 6061-T6 are the yield and tensile
strengths. Based on the cratering data we deduced that the temper of the metal was H12.
Standard handbook quotes (Shackelford and Alexander, 1992) give the yield strength of AI 1100
HI2 as 1.0 kbar and the tensile strength as 1.1 kbars, versus 2.7 kbars and 3.1 kbars, respectively,
for 6061-T6. Equation 59 suggests that this will increase the limiting value of T/dp to about 3.5
at 6 km/s. This value is consistent with the experimental data.
Comparing H6rz's data as a function of projectile diameter reveals that a supralinear behavior
exists. Comparing the 50 micron results versus the 3175 micron results, the data indicates an
index of about 0.07, which is a little higher than the Cour-Palais quote of 0.056, and both values
are consistent with the supralinearity indexes expected from POD's approach in Section 2.3.9.
5.4 Perforations in Teflon
Recent experimental impact data have also been provided by HOrz (1992) for projectiles of soda-
lime glass and thin TFE Teflon targets. The impact speeds were all about 5.8-6.3 km/s and were
normal to the target surfaces. The projectiles were of 150, 1000 and 3175 microns diameter.
H6rz carefully measured the crater diameters for each experiment, using the initial target surface
as the reference plane. The primary purpose of these experiments was to study perforations.
H6r-z also sent a photograph to POD of cross-sectional views of the Teflon samples, shown in
Figure 4.
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Although H6rz used soda-lime glass instead of aluminum for the projectiles, PonD's equations
indicate that the difference in perforation responses is only a few percent. For T_E Teflon the
experiments indicate that the Ballistic Limit occurs for T/dp of about 5.8 ± 0.25. As shown in
Figures 91 and 92, this number is very close to the CTH predictions of 5._ (perforation) to 6.4
(no perforation) for an impact speed of 6 km/s. Likewise, POD's Equation 59 _ives a similar,
but slightly lower, value of 5.1. All of the other investigators' (e.g., McDonnelil Cour-Palais)
predict much lower values (the closest being Pailer and Gr0n with a value of about4.7), with the
exception of Naumann (who substantially overpredicts a value of about 7.9).
H6rz's data as a function of projectile diameter is presently insufficient t¢ alloy, determination
of supralinear behavior.
$.5 Oblique Impacts in Thick Aluminum
Some recent careful studies of oblique impacts of aluminum into thick AI 5061-_ 5 targets have
been done by Christiansen (1992c) at the NASA JSC HIT-F gas gun f_cility Christiansen
studied the responses over an obliquity range of from 0 ° incidence to 880 incident, using small
incremental angular changes at the high obliquities. The experiments were all done with an
impact speed of about 6.75 ± 0.2 km/s. The data show that the value of P/dp roughly obeys a
(cos0) _ law, as expected, but tends to drop somewhat faster at very large angl_ of incidence
above 70 °. This behavior is similar to POD's prediction of Equation 83 which is s_wn in Figure
8. The data also show that the value of dJd_ roughly obeys a (cose)_ law, _d is an even
better fit to a (cos_) 0"$7|4 law as given by POD's Equation 82 and shown in Figure 8.
Of great interest is the data for d_e/d_m, where d_q t is the extended diameter for oblique impact
and clshm is the perpendicular diameter. For angles of incidence below about _:0° this ratio is
essentially 1.0 indicating that the craters are basically axisymmetric. However, f_- larger angles
the ratio rapidly increases. To a first approximation the ratio fits the role 0.56tan0 over the
angular range 600 to 88 °. This behavior should be compared with the "tane" _ogic of POD's
Equation 89 which describes the ability of the top of the projectile to just escape its own crater.
An interpretation is that by just failing to escape its own crater the prc.jectile is causing the
downstream stretching of the crater.
5.6 Oblique Impacts in Thin Aluminum
Unfortunately, there is little data concerning the definition of the Ballistic Limi_ for thin target
perforations as functions of obliquity. Instead, most experimenters have us_d fixe_-thickness thin
targets to study the effects of obliquity on ricochet of the projectile and pe.,'forati_ debris ejecta.
Christiansen (1992c) and Schonberg (1988, 1989) have done such studie_. As _-ith cratering it
is observed that ricocheting occurs above about 600 angle of incidence.
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6.0 OTHER MATERIAL COMPARISONS
6.1 Copper Crami,g
POD has recently received details of work done by Wingate et al. (1992) at Los Alamos National
Laboratory (LANL), presented at the 1992 HyperVelocity Impact Symposium (HVIS). The work
involves copper on copper impacts, and compares four code predictions. The codes are: EPIC,
MESA, SPH and CALE, and experimental data is also compared. The following table lists the
codes' results and the POD predictions.
The calculations are for an impact at 6 km/s. The projectile diameter was _ ffi 0.4747 cm (0.5g).
Properties for copper were: pp ffi Pt = 8.93 g/cm 3, co, ffi 3.94 km/s, s ffi 1.49, Y, = 2.4 kbars
To compute our values POD used Equations 28 for P and 21 for de.
_S_TS
QUANTITY EXPERIMENT EPIC MESA SPH CALE POD
P (CM) 1.4 1.8 1.59 1.73 1.51 1.5.5
D c (CM) 2.54 2.4 2.8 2.6 2.44 2.71
P/D c 0.55 0.75 0.57 0.67 0.62 0..572
We observe that POD's predictions are close to the experimental data. Also note that the
variations in the code answers are themselves about 19% (for P), 17°/0 (for _ and 32% (for P/d+).
The ratios for the POD values versus experiment are:
1.107 (for P), 1.07 (for d_) and 1.04 (for P/V,).
Part of Wingate's work was to explain supralinearity for small (micron size) projectiles. To do
so he invoked strain-rate hardening and proposed that the effective yield strength of copper acted
as if 5 times larger than normal, and thus was set at 12 kbars. This increased yield value reduced
the code predictions for crater volume by a factor of 4.1 (EPIC), 4.4 (MESA) and 3.3 (SPH).
The POD prediction is .?.973 (Equation [21] 3) for the same higher yield. Note that LANL did
not actually use a strain-rate model, they merely increased the yield value in the elastic-plastic
model.
6.2 Lead Cratedng
As part of his recent studies of cratering and perforation, H6rz also used lead targets with soda-
lime glass projectiles. H6rz also sent photographs to POD of cross-sectional, front and rear views
of the lead samples, shown in Figures 153, 154 and 155. Using Equation 21 for crater diameter
we can find the ratio of lead crater diameter versus aluminum 6061-T6 crater diameter for
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constant projectile size and impact speed. Assuming a lead density of 11 35 g/c-;l 3, sound speed
of 2 km/s, and yield strength of 0.13 kbars, we predict that lead craters ore app_ximately 1.54
times larger than aluminum craters. HOrz's data gives a ratio of about 1.48. _ Equation 21
appears to give a good prediction.
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7.0 CONCLUSIONS
7.1 Crltefiag
Based on the present work POD believes it has a strong insight into cratering laws. Clearly the
concept of hemispherical craters is rarely correct, and it appears that diameter is governed by
different rules from those giving depth, although the craters do asymptote towards hemispheres
for the higher impact speeds. The work demonstrates that target strength is a strong driver for
crater size. While increasing the ratio of projectile density to target density always increases
crater sizes the responses are not simple power laws. Likewise the power index for impact speed
is not the simple 2/3rd value. Overall, the data suggest that several of the indexes are "coupled"
(e.g., the index for density is itself dependent on the velocity, etc.).
POD believes it has identified the source of the supralinearity observed in cratering, and has
shown the effect to be related to material strength behavior, in particular that of the target. The
resulting analysis suggests that the supralinear effect is really a small-size downgrading and that
the effect essentially vanishes for craters larger than about 1 cm diameter. Although insufficient
material property data exists for Teflon TFE, POD believes the size effect to be roughly the same
as for aluminum. Accordingly, projectiles of size 3175 micron (1/8 inch) are close to the limit
where supralinearity asymptotes. Unfortunately, there were no quotes by H6rz for crater
diameters for smaller projectiles.
POD has considered the possible effects of momentum enhancement for grossly vaporizing
projectiles (e.g., for very high impact speeds), and has concluded that this enhancement is
generally only a few percent. Accordingly, the effect is minor and no obvious _step jumps _ in
cratering responses are expected as materials vaporize. The CTH aluminum and Teflon
calculations do not indicate any "vapor _ effects on either crater diameter or penetration depth up
to 15 km/s impact speeds, even though partial vaporization of both the aluminum projectile and
some of the aluminum and Teflon targets occurs at the higher speeds. (Note that both the Mie-
Gnmeisen and ANEOS equations of state were tried in the CTH runs with little difference in
results).
From the above efforts, POD believes that, for aluminum, the physics-based scaling laws
presented in Equations 21 and 28 should be used for making predictions of, or interpreting data
from, crater diameters and depths, respectively. An alternative would be to use Sedgwick's 1978
scaling law for penetration depth. However, if Sedgwick's law is used, it must be borne in mind
that Sedgwick does not account for the difference between crater diameter and penetration depth.
A further alternative would be to use the two CTH fits which do differentiate between diameter
and depth. However, both of these alternatives are based purely on a hydrodynamic approach.
For these reasons, POD presently recommends that its Equations 21 and 28 be used.
Based on the present work, these scaling laws apply to both aluminum and Teflon, and also seem
to work well for copper and lead. Equations 21 and 28 are dimensionless, however, these
equations were derived from physics and thus suffer none of the irregularities (caused by
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improper selection of "pi" terms) which hamper the other existing scaling laws. In comparisons
to CTH hydrodynamic code calculations, Equations 21 and 28 closely rnatche_ the predictions
for aluminum and was within 18% of the predictions for Teflon. In addition,_these equations
predict trends in crater diameters and penetration depths, with varying targ_ and projectile
material properties and impact velocities, which match the trends p-edicted by CTH. In
comparison with experimental data (H6rz, 1992), Equations 21 and 28 closely _atched the data
for aluminum impacts and was within a factor of 1.05 to 1.33 for Teflon imp_ts.
This work has also shown that the maximum depth of the craters usually o_mrs before the
maximum crater diameter has formed.
While alternative scaling laws exist, none of the previous existing scaling rows cJ be considered
generic since they fit impact data either for aluminum or for Teflon, but not fo: both materials.
In addition, these other scaling laws are only applicable over limited veloc_ and material
property regimes (i.e., they do not correctly predict trends in crater diameteL or penetration
depth). For the above reasons, POD strongly recommends that, for both alumi_ and Teflon
TFE, the physics-based scaling laws presented in Equations 21 and 28 should be _d for making
predictions of, or interpreting data from, crater diameters and depths, respectiv _y.
7.2 Fefforatiom
Based on the present work, POD believes it has an insight into perforatio]_ laws, and has
developed a generically applicable scaling law (Equation 59) for predicting th,: Ballistic Limit
perforation conditions for both aluminum and Teflon. We conclude that the equ_on describing
the Ballistic Limit has two parts, one relating to the crater depth, and one selating to the
reflection of the shock pulse from the target rear surface. The former _erm d_ends on yield
strength and has roughly a 2/3 index for impact speed, while the latter term de__nds on tensile
strength and has roughly a unit index for impact speed. Thus the work demon_ates that beth
target yield strength and tensile strength are strong drivers for determining pe_o_rations. Since
most other researchers use only a single equation term, it is not surprising that _3biguities arise
with regard to which material strength term to use, and with regard to tt_e corr-_ speed index.
POD believes the supralinearity effect also applies to perforation.
From the above efforts, POD believes that, for aluminum and Teflon, th_ physics-based
perforation law presented in Equation 59 should be used for making predictions of the Ballistic
Limit. An alternative would be to use any of the three referenced McDonnell an_ Sullivan 1992
scaling laws (Equations 6, 7 and 10) for perforations in aluminum. There is no ¢,learly obvious
"best case" among these three McDonnell equations. McDonnell's Equation 10 _ves the closest
fit to POD's Equation 59, and all three of these McDonnell equations give close fits to the CTH
data. A further alternative would be to use the CTH fit. However, these McD_mell and CTH
fit equations are not based on the physics approach (as taken by POD) ar.d m_. not be directly
applicable to other materials.
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Equation 59 is dimensionless; however, this equation was derived from physics and thus suffers
none of the irregularities (caused by improper selection of "pi" terms) which hamper the other
existing scaling laws. In comparisons to CTH hydrodynamic code calculations for perforations,
Equation 59 closely matched the predictions for aluminum and was within 10% of the predictions
for Teflon. In comparison with experimental data (HOrz, 1992), Equation 59 closely matched the
data for aluminum impacts and was within a factor of 1.09 to 1.19 for Teflon impacts.
This work has shown that, for the Ballistic Limit case, the crater diameter is essentially the same
as for the semi-infinite target case. However, this work has also developed physics-based
equations (Equations 72, 76 and 77) which predict both this effect, and the effect observed
experimentally in ultra-thin targets (foils) where the crater diameter asymptotes to the projectile
diameter.
While alternative scaling laws exist, none of the previous existing scaling laws can be considered
generic since they fit impact data either for aluminum or for Teflon, but not for both materials.
POD's equation, however, does give good fits for both Teflon and aluminum data. In addition,
these other scaling laws are only applicable over limited velocity and material property regimes
(i.e., they do not correctly predict trends in crater diameter or penetration depth). For the above
reasons, POD strongly recommends that, for both aluminum and TFE Teflon, the physics-based
perforation scaling law presented in Equation 59 should be used for making predictions of the
Ballistic Limit.
7.3 Oblique Impacts
POD believes it has confirmed that for oblique impact the component of impact velocity normal
to the target correctly describes the target responses. POD has implemented a cos0 correction
in its Equations 21, 28 and 59 to account for this phenomenon, giving fine] corrected Equations
82, 83 and 84. POD recommends that these equations be used for impacts at any angle of
incidence into both aluminum and TFE Teflon targets.
POD has a/so indicated the important factors which determine the process of ricocheting of the
projectile and has developed and validated criteria (Equations 87 and 88) for predicting partial
and complete projectile ricochets.
Finally, it should be noted that all of POD's equations were derived from physics using the logic
of the conservation of momentum versus conservation of eneqD'.
7A Implications for IJ_EF
The primary implication for LDEF (and for other returned spacecraft materials) is that the Cour-
Palais equations should be used with care for data interpretations, since while these equations
give good fits for thick aluminum targets, they give much poorer fits for Teflon and for
perforations. For the Ballistic Limit for thin foils, the McDonnell equations (McDonnell and
Sullivan, 1992) are the best existing scaling laws and can be used (although we recommend using
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POD's equations in the future). However, the McDonnell equations should not be _ed for cases
where the target thickness is large compared to the particle diameter. It shoed be _oted that this
latter is largely the case for LDEF's TFE Teflon blankets. For these reasons_ we r_.ommend that
the LDEF data be interpreted using the POD equations presented in this series _ reports. In
addition, the Solar Maximum Mission data should be reinterpreted for determining _e meteoroid
and debris particle impactor sizes for use in developing the environment Models
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&0 _MMENDATIONS FOR FUTURE WORK
For future work POD recommends that cratering studies be done for other ductile and brittle
target materials, including plastics (e.g., Kevlar, Mylar, Kapton). Also there remains a need to
study the effects of projectile shape, and the progression of responses as the shape changes from
plate-like through spherical to rod-like.
POD believes that most of the uncertainties in the appropriate indexes could be resolved by more
detailed studies of the "inner responses" of the CTH code calculations (e.g., using many tracer
points to track out the behavior of stress, velocity and motion). This should better determine the
"N+I" index in Equation 21. Likewise, such detailed studies done for the lower impact speeds
would allow a better understanding of the regime of small craters, where the assumption of
hemispherical shock waves is far from valid. This is the region where the responses change from
the Bernoulli flow state into the elastic-plastic, and can occur at speeds of greater than 3 km/s
for the case of strong ceramics.
A parameter that needs tracking is the strain-rate effect on cratering. POD's present analyses used
only the standard elastic-plastic models for CTH. By testing for sensitivity to variations in strain-
rate it will be possible to determine whether high strain rates change the final crater dimensions
(i.e., contribute to supralinearity as suggested but neverproven by many investigators), or merely
alter the dynamic shape and rate of development (as suspected by POD).
The issue of high impact speed vapor momentum enhancement needs to be studied more
accurately. POD's present analysis suggests only a relatively minor enhancement for a vaporizing
projectile. Analysis by others (Lawrence, 1989) suggest a much larger effect at very high impact
speeds where substantial portions of the target also vaporize. The issue is whether the larger
momentum translates into noticeably larger craters (or a different shape) for a given impact speed.
For additional work in the future, POD recommends that the analytic approach for transition
between pure cratering (in semi-infinite targets) and marginal perforation be more fully
developed. Additionally, an approach needs to be developed to determine the back surface
spallation and the perforation hole sizes. Also, perforation studies need to be done for other
materials.
CTH calculations could be done to track out the data observed by Htrz of varying hole size
versus target thickness. This would allow a firmer understanding of this behavior. HOrz's work
is important because it indicates one of the very few techniques for deciphering perforation data
for projectiles which are not much larger than the target thickness.
Based on the ricochet and oblique impact laws reported here, studies should be done to extend
the laws and correlate oblique impact crater asymmetries versus diameter and depth to allow
direct interpretations of impact angles.
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Studies should also be done for layered targets, such as the thermal blankets _n LDEF, and th,_
thermal paints on aluminum.
Additionally, those individuals working on alternative scaling laws (e.g., McDoi_lell, Cour-Palais
should use the "pi" terms identified in this series of reports in order tc provide better physicsl
based fits to the data.
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Figure 33. CTH Data Showing How P/dp Varies With
Projectile Density and Velocity for AI into TFE Teflon
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Figure 37. CTH Data Showing How P/dp Varies With
Projectile Density and Velocity for AI into TFE Teflon
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Figure 38. CTH Data Showing How dc/dp Varies With
Projectile Density and Velocity for AI into TFE Teflon
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Figure 39. Plot of CTH Results Showing How P/dp Varies
With Target Yield Strength and Projectile Velocity
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Figure 120.
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Figure 127.
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Figure 130. Comparison of Watts' Equations with
CTH Predictions for Aluminum on Aluminum (AI 6061-T6)
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Figure 131. Comparison of Watts' and
Bruce's Equations for Aluminum on Aluminum
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Figure 132. Comparison of Watts' and
Bruce's Equations for Aluminum on Aluminum_
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Figure 133. Comparison of Watts' and
Christman's Equations for Aluminum on AluminL.m
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Figure 134. Comparison of Watts' and Cour-Palais'
Equations for Aluminum on Aluminum (AI 6061-T6)
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Figure 136. Comparison of Watts' and
Goodman-Liles' Equations for Aluminum on Alum_um
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Figure 137. Comparison of Watts' and
Herrmann-Jones'Equationsfor Aluminum on Alum_um
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Figure 138. Comparison of Watts' and
Sawle's Equations for Aluminum on Aluminum
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Figure 139. Comparison of Watts' and
Sedgwick's Equations for Aluminum on Aluminum
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Figure 140. Comparison of Watts' and
Sorenson's Equations for Aluminum on AluminUm
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Figure 141. Comparison of Watts' and
Summers-Charters' Equations for Aluminum on Alum_um
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Figure 142_ Comparison of Watts' and
Bruce's Equations for Aluminum on TFE Teflon
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Figure 143. Comparison of Watts' and
Cour-Palais' Equations for Aluminum on TFE Teflon
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Figure 144. Comparison of Watts' and
Dunn's Equations for Aluminum on TFE Tefio_
(Assumes Sigma-yt Equals Yt for TFE Teflon_
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Figure 145. Comparison of Watts' and
Sedgwick's Equations for Aluminum on TFE TeflOn
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Figure 146. Comparison of Watts' and
Sorenson's Equations for Aluminum on TFE Teflon
(Assumes St Equals Yt for TFE Teflon)
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Figure 147. Comparison of Watts' and McDon=oell
& Sullivan's Equations for AI into AI (AI 6061-T_)
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Figure 148. Comparison of Watts' Equation 59 vers_
Other Investigators' Equations for AI into AI
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Figure 149. Comparison of Watts' and McDonnell
& Sullivan's Equations for AI into TFE Teflon
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Figure 150. Comparison of Watts' Equation 59 versus
Other Investigators' Equations for AI into TFE Teflon
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APPENDIX B - OTHER SCAliNG LAWS
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APPENDIX
Reference No. 27:
Penetration Depth Equations
pld = 2.28 (pplPt)213 (VlC) 213
Reference No. 28:
V < 9 km/sec (P-Z)
pld = 1.96 (pplPt)I12 (VIC) 213
Reference No. 29:
V < 6 km/sec (P-2)
pld = 1.5 (pplPt)1/3 (ppV212st)ll3
Reference No. 30:
V < 8 kmlsec (P-3)
p/d = 2.35 (pp/Pt)0"70 (V/C) 2/3
Reference No. 31:
V < 9 km/sec (P-4)
p/d = 0.63 (ppV2/ayt)1/3
Reference No. 32:
V < 7 km/sec (P-5)
p/d = 0.482 (pp/Pt)
Reference No. 33:
0.537 (V/C)0.576 (yt/PtC2)-0.235 V < 21 kmlsec (P-6)
p/d = 8.355 x I0-4 pp2/3
Reference No. 34:
-1/3 1/3
Pt (V2/Ht) V < 9.5 km/sec (P-7)
p/d = 2.0 (Op/Pt)4"52 (V/C) 1"136 V < 9 km/sec (P-S)
B-3
Reference No. 35:
p/d = 0.311 (pp/Pt)0"17 (ppV2/St)0"2B5
Reference No. 36:
p/d = 0.36 (pplPt)213 (PtV2/Bt)1/3
Reference No. 37:
Ht 0.25pp -p = 2.973 x 10 .7 d 1"1 - 0.5 Pt 0.167 V4/3
p = 1.129 x 10 -6 d 1"056 Ht -0"25 pp0.5 pt-0.167
Crater Diameter Equations
Reference No. 18:
a dh2p/d3 = 34 (pp/Pt)3/2 (v/c) 2 ,
Reference No. 35:
dh2p/d3 = 0.120 (pp/p t)
0.5
( ppV 2/St) 0. 845
Reference No. 28:
dh2p/d3 = 30.25 (pplPt)312 (V/C) 2 ,
Reference No. 30:
dh2p/d 3 = 44.10 (pp/Pt)2/3 (V/C) 2
Reference No. 33:
-9 716
dh2p/d3 = 2.65 x 10 Pp
-1/2 V 2
Pt /Ht
B-4
_" < 7 _--m/sec
_; < 6 _z-n/sec
r,
, V < _ ,_ km/sec
Et-0.33 V4/3
V < _:_ km/sec
V < 7 _n/sec
_" < 6 _/sec"
_ < 9 _m/sec
V < 9.S km/sec
(P
(P-
(P-
p_
(C
(C
(C
(£
- _-_
...._ _
-2 -_2
_.
Reference No. 36:
a dh2p/d3 = 0.16 (¢p/Pt)3/2 pp V2/Bt V < 6 km/sec (C-6)
Notation
d h ... crater surface diameter (cm)
d ... projectile diameter (cm)
p ... crater depth (cm)
B t ... target material Brinell Hardness (dynes/cm 2)
C ... speed of sound in target material (cm/sec)
... target material elastic modulus (GPa)
... target material BrineU Hardness Number (kg/mm 2)
... target material static shear strength (dynes/cm 2)
... target material dynamic hardness (dynes/cm 2)
... target material dynamic shear strength (dynes/cm 2)
... projectile impact velocity
a ... crater shape factor
a = 0.75 if p • dh/2
a = 1.00 if p _< dh/2
Op ... projectile material mass density (gm/cm 3)
Pt ... target material mass density (gm/cm 3)
Oy t ... target material dynamic yield strength (dynes/cm 2)
Et
H t
S
S t
Yt
V
B t = 1.27 x 1010 dynes/cm
C = 5.10 x 105 cm/sec
E t = 7.38 x 1010 N/m 2
Material Properties
2
B-5
S = 2.83 x 109 dynes/c m2
S t = 6.37 x 1010 dynes/cm 2
Yt = 2.78 x 109 dynes/cm 2
pp = 2.71 Em/cm 3
Pt = 2.84 gm/cm 3
ay t = 1.85 x 1010 dynes/cm 2
Ht = 130 kg/mm 2
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ABSTRACT. Hype:velocityimpactsinspacehavebeenusedasatoolfor thestudyof thepaniculatenvironment
throughoutthe spaceage. Detectors.both designedand "incidental',have utilisedcratering,penettadon,
momentumand(transient)plasmatodetectsuchpro.lecdle_.Decoding_e impactingprojecdlepetamem,sfrom
suchtargetbehavio_hasoftenbeenlimitedbythecafibradondataava/lableinthenmss.velochyplane,andby the
needforclap,toextendovers rangeofpro,jecdledimensionsfromsub-micromemeto ce_dmetrescaJe.tLDEF's
returnto Earth with• widevarietyoftargetmated,is_ s veryhighdet'midmorthepaniculateflux. alongwith
its tnguhtrdependence,hasprovidedtheopportunityto accuratelyassess environmentalimpactdata. Yetitfomes
Iheissue of which formulaeareappmlriatein this size nmge andwhich formulae can reliablyextend over _e wide
rangeof velocitiesandparticulatesizeregimes. The_alyds or exisdnghypcrvelocityimpact data for ion
projocdleslendstobldlLsdclimitpenetradonformulaewhichextendoverordersofmagnitudeoftargetmaterimJ
densitiesand reladvestrengthsaswell _ velocity. Althoughnotexplicidy calibratedfordifferingprojectile
densides,theformof therelationship(andestablishedbyotherdam)readilylendsitselfto theincorl_tadonof the
etIecls of projectiledensity.
©
L The Hypervelocity Impact Data
Hypervelocity penetration studies on thin foils, of thicknesses between 0.8 _ and 4.8 _ have
been carried out by McDonnell (1970, 1979) using a 2 MV Van der Oraaff Accelerator. Since
experiments were limited to using an iron dust source as projectiles (due to the nature of the
electrostatic accelerator and dust availability) a range of impactor-target density ratios was
investigated by varying the target material. The density range of materials explored ranges from
mylar (a plastic polymer of density 1.395 gcm'J), to platinum foils of density 21.45 gem "_. The
full dam set, incorporating dam by McDonnell (1970, 1979) invesd.gates iron impacts onto various
metallic and mylar foils between velocities of 1.0 kms "1to 16 kms "j.
The experimental program is given by McDonnell (1970). For each impact event the particle
diameter, d, the perpendicular impact velocity, V, the penewafion crater hole diameter, DH, and the
foil thickness, f, were measured. Each of these impact events, on a (f/d)-V plot, is then associated
withitspenecariondiameter,alsonormalisedtothefoil thickness,(DH/f). Foreachprojectileand
target combination, the set of data obtained this way can then bc plotted to define contours of(DH/O.
For a given impact velocity and foil thickness, the crater diameter increases with the particle
size. As the particle size is decreased,in the experiment the hole diameter too decreases, undl t
minimum detectable hole size is reached. This then represents the marginal penetration cut-off;
the ballistic limit is defined by the contour approaching the asymptote of DH/f = 0. These
margin.a] penetration limits (very close to the ballistic limit) established for each projectile-target
scenario arc shown in Figure 1 as heavy lines. In some cases, the limidng threshold of the
experimental technique was insufficient to define well this marginal cut-off, so that an upper limit
of perforation could only be achieved. This is seen to occur where the smallest (DH/f) ratio
observed is nota heavy line in Hgurc I.
The equations of these penewadoncontours can be defined, and so,for each target and projeedle
scenario, a penetration limit established. Table I _ives the results of this foreach data set. The
marginal perforadon limits (f/d) are given as funcl3onsof velocity; the velocity regimes in which
these arc measured are also stated, along with their (DB/f') limiting values.
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Table !. The matiintl penerauon limi_ of (l/d} along wiLEI_ir (DH/0 limiu axedcfi,_or iron proje:,iles
impaebng the ten targetmaterials be|ween I/ic velocitiesgiveo. Other data us_ in this_r for AJuminium
tar_,etsexte.qdsm 16kms"1. _-_
Projectile Target Marginal D_I/f
Material Material Perforation Lim/t Lirr_
Iron Aluminium f/d-1.298V0_86 (_,'6
Iron Copper f/d=0.518V0.699 1.5
Iron Stainless Steel f/d=0.419V0.753 1.4
h'on Iron f/d-0.517V0.-sst 1.4
Iron Silver f/d=0.599V0.708 1.9
Iron Plarlnum f/d=0.270V0.549 2.2
Iron Gold f/d=0.542V0.548 <2.0
Iron Titanium f/d=0.5813/0.737 <1.2
Iron BeryIllumCopper f/d=0.373V0.894 <] .5
Iron Mylar f/d=1.721V0-582 <0.3
J
_locity Range -
(kms"I)
--" 2.6-4.4
3.5-5.6
2.5-3.7
" 3.0-4.0
4.2-5.3
z 2.0-3.6
:_1.2-3.5
_3,8-6.7
:5.1-6.5
3.4-4.8
I0
f/d
$ 9 10
2. Development ofa Penet ration Formula
It is seen from the data in Figure 1 that the (DH/f) contours are par_lel ne_ to marginal
perforation: noting the experimental measurements of aluminium (which extend_is fashion to
16 kms "1) and the similar behaviour of all these ductile targets over the _ea ranj: compare...m
Figure 1, it is likely that all these marginal perforation limi..'ucan be ¢xwa..polat_ to very high
velocities. A general equation describing all these projectile-target scen._os is,_.owever, nrst
established in the measured range byincorporating certain properues of the proje_le ano target
materials. Looking at Table 1 and Fiapu-e l it is clearly seen that the (f/d_ margiil_l_l_l_l_l_l_l_l]d_penetration
limit of the iron-*mylar combination ts very different to the iron-,platinum da_This may be
explained by the fact that plalinum has a densi_._. _ fift_.n limes higher ,than.tha_pf mylar,(see
Table 2_ This introduces the idea mat a genera_xsmg equanon or me complete aa_et must nave
a ro'ecfile-tar et density rauo sc_mg factor contmned w_thm _L Examining data _l_gure I an
_hPe°mJaterialp_(_pe_iesgiven in Table 2. it is clear that there is a corre]a_on bet_n the (f/d)
(, :limiting contour and the target density, with the materiaJ density decreasing as t_i (f/d) values
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increase. This is seen to be realistic, because a lower density target material would require a
_'eater foil thickness in order to prevent perforation, relative to a high density .material, with
deeper crater profiles. Therefore, lower values of the material density lead to an increase of the
marginal penetration limit if/d).
But it is also evident tha¢ a density scaling factor alone would no_ completely sadsfy the data.
This is demonstrated by ordering the materials according to their reladv¢ levels on Figure l. and
comparing this with the magnitudes of their densities. Beginning with the greatest(f/d) values, the
l_eterials arc, with their densities, mylar (1,395 gcm'J)_ aluminium (2.71 _'J), titanium/silver(4 54/10 5 o¢m'3_ co_r/ne_'llium copper (8 9/8 2 gem" ). goid/Iron/sudnless steel (19.3/7.87/7.8
• " " b It J"Je'-- "d 3 ----' " " " "gem'S), and platinum (21.45 gem" ). It |s observedthat the penetranoncontoursfor sron and
stainless steel are too 'low' on Figure I with respect to copper and bcryfLiurn copper, according to
their rcladve densides. Also, the gold is too 'high' rcladv¢ to the iron and stainless steel; silver is
too 'high' reladve to titanium.
Table2. Densi_es(Ac.m'3)andtensilesu'enf_s(MPa)of theutr_ezmater:.a_s.
Foil AI. Cu . SS Fe Ag Pt Au Ti BeCu Mylar
Material
PT 2.71 8.9 7.8 7.87 '1(3.5 21._5 19.3 4.54 8.2 1_395
C_T 80 150 460 300 150 140 120 620 490 40
u i
Obviously, another materiaJ proper_y is necessary to smooth out these differences. HLll (1990)
introduced into this ballistic limit scenario the dependency on the target material tensile strength.
On Figure 1. it can be envisaged that a high strength material would imply a lower (f/d) line than
that of a lower strength material of the same density, because the stronger the target is, the thinner
the target can be before the late stage crater expansion ceases in proximity to the rear face.
Spalladon (involving tensile strength) dominates at the end of this marginal perforation process. If
one now considers the tensile strengths of the avai/ablc materials it is apparent that iron and
stainless steel bare relatively high tensile strengths, along with titanium, whereas coppe, r,
bcryUium copper, silver and gold have relatively low tensile strengths. Overall, if the target tensile
strength is included into the genend marginal perforation formulation, then this appears to explain
the discrepancies that a simple density scaling introduces. Therefore, for a particle of diaxrcter, d
[cm], and density, pp [gcm-3], impacting a target of density, PT [gcm-3], tensLle strength. OT
[MPa], and thickness, f [cm]t at a perpendicular impact velocity of V [kms-_], the marginal
perforation limit of the form given below is proposed, where the para,'_ters A, B. C, and D are to
be determined. The target tensile strength is referenced to that of aluminium, where OAt = 80
MPL
(&)" v°
PT OT (eqnt)
The form of the parameter D for the experimental micropardcle dam set can be established.
Studying the marginal penetration equations in Table 1, the velocity exponents are observed to
range from between 0.548 through to 0.894, but it may be concluded that there appears to_be no
correlation between these and their target material properties considered here. ,F.u.rthermorc, Figure
1 demonstrates the similarity between the marginal penetration slopes (being the velocity
exponents). It is therefore concluded that the velocity exponents have no significandy large
material dependency, and to establish a &enerat formula wc take the .mean of these gradients,
calculated to be 0.664. This is then the value of the parameter D. It zs now required to solve
equadon 1 for A, B, and C, with D equal to 0.664. Note however (e.g. see equado.ns 7, through to
10), that this exponent and those in equation 2 will involve, at this stage, an experimental bias due
to the lack of a weak, but significant, dimensional setting within the measurement range.
Analysis using a three dimensional method of least squares minimisation is used to obtain _e
best possible fit between the data In Table 1 and equation 1. This is calculated at a velocity ox,t
kms "t. reorescndng the mean of the velocity regimes in which the measurements were taken. The
soludon gives the g"cncraJisedm_ginel penetration formula stated below.
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0.476 0.134
f = 0.635 ( pP ) ( _ ) V °'66' +
_" -- - ('_n 2)
PT OT
A plot Of (f/d) as iven by uation 2 is lotted against the (t/d) data of Tab I in Fi ure '_ Jt
l_ eq P g -
velocityof 4 krns". A perfectmatch between thegeneralisedequationand _¢ datawould sho_
all the data points on the sn'aighzline. Figure 2 shows that the gcncralisc_uarion compare
favourably with the data, when one considers that the source data forthe pr_-+rcdle-targctdensit
ratios and tensile strengthsboth cover more than a decade in magnitude; sourc_ta for the densir
ratio ranges from 0.37 to 5.64, whilst the tensile scrength, compared to thc_fcrenced value c
aluminium, ranges from 0.13 to 2.0. Although the fit was calculated at th_ean cxperiment_
velocity of 4 knas"1, so that the equation would besl describe the acmaJdata._is equation mJgh
+:I - I
! u
0 +., ''l,'': ..... ,' '''; .... : ............. :'*' : '_
0 0.5 1 1.5 2 2.5 3 3.S 4 I_..S 5
Rgure 2. Comparisonbetween thedataand equadon 2.
The foil ddcknesses used in these experiments ranged _om 0.8 tim to 4.7_m. The projcc_l+
diameters used to define the marginal perforation limits were in the dz¢ rang.eFnveen 0.6 IJ.man,
_newa_c_ _6.8Jam, with a mean of 2.3 pro. So'icdy speaking, the generalised uadon given b'
equation 2, describes the hypcrvelocioj impact scenario within these limbs. ]__ equadon 2 can Ix:
extended to incorporate a particle dimension scaling factor, validating itis equadon up :c
millimetre sized projectiles, and therefore unifying the microscopic and ma]roscopic margi_a
penewarion regimes. This is achieved by comparing hyperveIocity impact _ at both these siz_
ranges. The McDonnell data presented in figure l and equation 2 appliesto pr_tiles with a
diameter of 2 I.tm, described by equation 2; Summers (1959) relates the perforation depth (P) [o
plate targets to the projectile diameter, for projectiles of 5 mm in diameter, yi_ng:
p v 0.+6 ++
= 2.25 ) (_) for d = 5 m_ (ecln 3)
PT
-q +
+-++ ++
= +++_
++++_
7 -|++
If these two equations are applied.to_.u:on pro_ecdles, impacting al,minium,+ 4 kms "l, then thi _+ _
lcads w f/d = 2.648 for d ,, 2 J_m ano r/o = :LeY+ xor o f _ mm; the s_ed of _und in alumlnium
C, is taken as 5.105 kms "i. The microfoi] data,, referring to optic_ly det_table perforation.,
corresponds for aluminium targets on the knee in the hole grow_ curv._s the particle si_
increases, namely a value of DH in the region.oCthe foil+thic .kncss, w.hcreas ._strict b.allJsficI
refers to DH=O. An over-estimate o+ some £u+ may meret>y rcsult+'t_ut mem_compansonc can+
shows that the dimensional scaling increases the marginal limit ratio Ud, by _e 50% over thre+
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ordersof magnitudeinpaniclesize.From thiscomparisona scalingfactorindexiscalculatedby
interpolatinglinearlyon thelogarithmicscale:
index= [log(3.894/2.648)]/[log(5000/2)]= 0.049 (eqn4)
Thisvaluewould representheexponentofthepanicledimension,takingon theform:
f/d,_d°'°49 (eqn5)
(allother parameters constant)
This isseentocompare very favourablywith thedimensionalscalingfactorgiven by Fishand
Summers (equation8),and used by Nanmann (equationI0),and Com'-Palais(equation1I),
namely 0.056.The Pailerand Gr0n equation(9)by conu-astgivesavalueof0.2(seenextsection).
The simpledimensionalscalingwe calculateshows suchcloseagreementwitha wellestablished
and widely used-value,thatwe must adhere to thisacceptedvalueof 0.056. The resultant
divergencebetweenindicesof0.049and 0.056over3 magnitudesinpar_clediameterislessthan
5%. Applying thisfactorto the penetrationformula of equation2 expressingd in cm and
normalisingforthisterm,givesa relationshipof theform shown inequation6,where theparticle
diameterisscaledto2 _m:
_ = pp )0.47fi 0.134f 1.023d (-- v°''+ Ceqn
d PT OT
In a further,but very important,considerationwe must note thatalthoughequation6 would
representand scalethernicroparficledataacquiredfrom l.tmtocm dimensiondata.itisneverthe
less acquired from a finite range of particle diameters. The electrostatic accelerator projectile
"mass spectrum" which is used for this data set, for example, shows dependency on ve]oci._,
namely, m - I / V4 and hence because d - m 1/3 we t'md that the particle diameter - 1 / V4/_.
What ts important, however, is the change in particle size along the observed f/d contour. The f/d
values at low velocities refer to measurements from larger parncles than at higher velocities. This
change of scalefora setof measurements on one foilis,therefore,dictatedby the measured
contouritself(namelyby theparticlesselected)ratherthanby thespectrumofavailablepanicles.
This effectofdimensionalscalingwithinthemeasurement rangethusleadstoabiastoany ofthe
observedcontoursofmarginalorsupra-marginalperforation,and leadstoan apparentreductionin
thevelocityexponent.The apparentdimensionallyindependentvelocityexponent0.e.of,l_ f/d
locusforconstantparticlesized) can be shown tobe I/1.056ofits'true'value.The 'Iruevalue
averagevalue for thissetof I0 targetmaterialssurveyedisthus0.664x 1.056= 0.701 in a
dimensionallyscaledformulation,We must re-normalise(6)withthisexponentchangeand finally
we have:
_)T )°'47fid-f.=0.970d0.Os6 (_r'134 V O.?Ol (eqn7)
Thisequation(7)istermedMcDonnell 1992A and isthescalecorrectedversionofequation
6 (Sullivan1992);Via in km s"land d in cm. The resultsarecompared tootherpeneuation
relationshipsin Figure3; the equationyieldsvery favourableagreementwithexperimentally
determinedballisticlimitsforparticlesof varyingdimensions,and velocity;itmso encompassesa
wide rangeof targetdensitiesand tensilestrengthsand indecodinglikelyprojectileparameters
from meteoroidsand spacedebrisisnotlikelytobe inerrorby more thansome 10% forarbitrarily
chosenparameters.
For specificprojectiletargetcombinationswhere calibrationdata/savailableatappropriate
velocit],,,thesourcedatamust be used.For example calibrationdata spec2fictoironprojectiles
impactingaluminium micro(oilsforDl.l=fat velocitiesup,to16 km s"2yieldsfld"-0.79V 0._°-s
OVlcDonndl 1969).We can now updatethlswithbetterinmght intothedimensionalscaling
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bias within this data which will permit applications to'dimensions aurae the range o r
measurement. This leads to dimensionally scaled formulation normalise-_ to the 16kms "l
measurement which tracks better the velocity dependence for this particular tar_ configuration:
f/d = 1.272 V 0.$06 d0"056 _ (eqn 8)
@
This equation is termed McDonnell 1992B and agrees well with tk_ experimentall)
determined ballistic limits off/d = 6.55 at 16 km s"! for DH/f =l and d=0.24_m_
If we compare the results of equation (7) for iron panicles impacting _uminium to th_
specific iron onto aluminium formula of equation (8), we find;
f/d = 0.970 d0-056 (7.8/2.7) 0.476 V 0"701
•- 1.607 d0.056 V 0-701 = l 1.22 d 0.0-_ at V= ] 6kin s"I =_ (eqn 9)
c.f. from equation (8)- f/d = 1.272 d0.056 V 0-_ J= I 1.88 d0-0_ at V ---15 km s+_
We note a modest divergence, from the application of the generalised eq_tion; for other
cond/tions this divergence could be greater, and recommend, where available, _rrnulae derived
from data closest to the panicular impact conditions. In further developme_ of pcnewation
ralationships, and taking note of the strength and density functional r_ladonship_found in the I0
target survey, we can cxtend the iron onto aluminium data, which now incorpoles dimen_onal
scaring,tocope with differentargetstrengthsand densitiesand (butwithles_ccuracy inthe
lamer )fordifferentprojectiled nsities.Thisyields :, :_
io.,+,i lo-'"vo.,o+ i
-f--= 1.272 d0"056 |"_'] I Or Id u_.1 (eqnI0)
3. Previous Penetration Formulae: Comparison.
Other widely used equations are maybe usefully compared, having bea_. conve_d to _ same
units as usedto define equation I and with d in cm. The foil ductility, ,t, is dim_ionless, and a
is the impact angle between the target normal and projectile wajoctory. Wc compa_ for example
f = 0.79 V °''_63
d
f : o.57,i°'°''.o.o.( vO.,-
d" P'r
f ,. 0.772 d °'2 • "°'°6 o._3 .o..5
_' PP PT (V cosa) 0"$8
f = d0.056 o..52vo.1175
_" Pv
f - 0.635d°'°5+ o.sV_+7
_' Pv
=
McDonnell (_79) (eqn 11)
=2
=
Fish & Summers ..._65)(eqn12)
Pailer & Gr'3n_g0) (eqn 13)
Naumann (_66) (eqn14)
Cour-PalaJs(_9) (eqn151
The McDonnell (1979)equation(as described)was used, becauseofitsvalida_n atvelocities
higherthanlightgasgun data,toextrapolateo68 krns-IforapplicationtotheG_to probe_th
ztscomet P/Halleyencounterin1986. Because thisequationexplicitlydescribed_n projec_es
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impacting aluminium, no density function or particle size-scaling factor was used; but this has
now been remedied.
The other penetration equations stated above arc scaled for particle size, foil ductility and
density. Comparisons can now be made between their parametric exponents. The velocity
exponent of the equations developed when now corrected for the dimensional bias agree
remarkably well with Fish and Summers, and the Naumann values. The particle and target
property exponents also agree very well with the other corresponding values where appropriate.
The exception to this is the Pallet and Grtln equation, in which the particle density scaling factor is
approximately 50% higher than all other values. The Paii_, and Griin equation also has a particle
size-scaling factor some four times higher than all other values.
Equations are plotted in Figure 3 as a function of projectile size at a constant velocity of
4 kms-l, scaled for iron projectiles impacting aluminium. This diagram illustrates that the Pallet
and Griln equation, used to interpret data from the Solar Maximum Mission (SMM) (I..aumac¢ and
Brownie.e, 1986), dots not generally agree with other perforation ¢q.uations. It can also be seen
that, overall, equations by Fish and Summers, Cour-Palais, and the dimeusionally scaled equation
developed in this paper (the dashed line), are very agreeable for the vt:locity am:l projectile size
ranges shown here. Although the McDonnell (1979) equation, matches well with these three
equations at the small size range in which the data was taken, we see that it be.comes too low,
outside its measurement range at the larger sizes and demonsuztes the need for the dimensional
scaling now introduced.
Scaled for Fc > AI at41m_ for 2 micronparticle
"P &O (eqn13)
f/d - - C-P feqn 15)
McD & $(eqn6)
McD 1992Afeqn7)
ss s C qn
McD 1992C(eqn]0)
"- F& $ (eqn 12)
4. Conclusions
Generalised marginal penetration equations arc then available, developed with data from
micrometre sized projectiles and scaled to the millimetre dimension by incorporation of a well
established scaling factor. The equations compare favourably to some other equations over this
entire projectile size.dome!n, and Lhe parametric exponents also proved to be consistent. The
exceptton to this is me railer and Ortin equation, m which harsh dimensional scaling does not
accurately represent the very small projectile size regime. This may be due to the fact that only a
sample of the McDonnell thin foil l_netration data were taken in the development of the Pailer and
Or0n (1980)equation.The cholceof penetrationequationdepenos on the closenessof an
experimental configuration to the calibre,on data available. Table 3 shows values calculated for
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clJfferentformulae to two situations where impact calibration is available a__dand ]6 kms'l. N _i_
of guidance for the choice of appropriate equations from the new formulati_s are also given.
Names Equations
McD & S
1992(eqn6)
McD
1992A (eqn7)
McD
1979 (eqnI!)
McD
1992B (eqn8)
McD
1992C (eqn10)
:, fH.,,, ,_ )d
•f-= 0.79 V°'7°
d
-f--= 1.272 d 0"0_6V 0"$06
d
f ,, 1.272 d0.056 I_:_P__'(76(_._'476..d UaF,/
confcL. (_)o.t34 vOJm6
[/d
Hole diameter at 10% above Ballistic Limit
|' V_ues for Fe omo _
4kz_ "z 16 kms_ -
dp= _ dp = 0.24Fn
2._ 5.90
:=
2._ 6.20
2.2__ 6.55
D H = f - B]
I
i
2.4__ 6.55
D]_ = f- BL
2.41 ' 6.55
= i
i
i
2.91 _ 6.55 ilD[_ = 0Jr D H = f
ActualData
2.71 (g/cma).PFc= 7.87(g/cm_),d Cmcm)yields:(21.u_)u'ua° = 0.620_; (0.24pro)u--_;_= 0.5512;
(OFdpA00-476,1._6S _ .
McDonne]] 1979 (enn ! D. Iron onto Aluminium: no dimensional scaling _ ve]ociz7 expon_-z_
biased by dimensiomd range in data: calibrated at 16 kms "l for dp =0.24 pro.
McDonnell 1992B feqn 8L Extends McDonnell 1979 to remove scaling_ias in data and tt
dimensionally scale. Applies therefore to a wide range of dimensions (_.g. m_ns to centirnet_.s
and velocities from 4 to 16kms "!for iron projectiles onto aluminium.
McDonnell & Sullivan 1992 (con 6} Covers wide range of metallic tacget s_gths and densi_e.,
(including mylar) but has residual errors for some materials calibrated; veloci_range is 4-6knu'l_
note that the velocity exponent is act average for the 10 targets and is bia_ by the dimension
range within the data.
McDonnell 1992A leon 7'L As McDonnell & Sullivan 1992, but removes _ dimensional bias
within the measuremet)t range. AppUes tO a wide range of target strer_gths _ densifies,._?u_
the velocity exponent is the 10 targe_ average and also small reszdual e_rs fox,me maten s w_
exist; therefore applies to wide range of velocities (4 kms "1 to 16 kn_ _! at l_t) and dimensions
(micronsto centimetres).
McDonnell 1992C leon I0). Derived from McDonnell 1979, for iron projc_s onto aluminium
targets but includes _mova] of dii_nsiona] bias, the inclusion of dimensio_l scaling and the
B-18
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functional form for variation of particle density, target density and target strength. It is directly
applicable, therefore, from micron scale to centimetre scale and a wide range of velocities Less
accurately, it offers the opportunity to scale to arbitrary projectile-target configurations which may
not be available from calibration.
As an alternative approach to considering size scaling as an effect which can be demonstrated
and quantified and yet is unexplained, Walsh et al. (1992) have recendy presented arguments for
accounting for scale by means of a target strength which depends upon swain rate. Our functional
form presented for accounting for scale and (size independent) sn'engthseparately could therefore
be reformulated in a scale-free form and a size del_ndent strength relationship.
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